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Abstract
Resource allocation among Heterogenous Computing Systems (HCS) components,
such as cluster, grid, or cloud computing can be considered as a service. These
systems manage millions of computational resources to solve several difficult com-
putational problems. Resource allocation and scheduling among these systems are
still a hot topic for research purposes. A goal of this research is to find an effi-
cient use of these resources proposing a resource allocation and efficient scheduling
techniques. Firstly, the relevance of energy consumption in processing elements
as well as techniques and policies to support it are presented. It emphasizes in
resource allocation algorithms in opportunistic environments and low complexity
scheduling heuristics in grid computing environment. In particular, a series of
low complexity, scalable, and energy-efficient algorithms for scheduling in grid
computing and a resource allocation technique for opportunistic environment are
presented. The latest aforementioned technique was evaluated in an opportunistic
cloud environment. Three fast and energy-efficient batch mode scheduling novel
heuristics were designed, developed, and evaluated to produce fast tasks mapping
in HCS. To fully understand their capabilities and limitations, these aforemen-
tioned heuristics were studied and compared with a variety of system parameters
for their performance and scalability.
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Heterogenous Computing Systems (HCS) such as cluster, grid or cloud, can employ thou-
sands or even millions of computational resources with different performance capabilities and
cost-effective to solve several difficult problems in multiple application domains in research
and industries. HCSs are widely used as powerful parallel and distributed platforms for ex-
ecuting applications requiring a large amount of computing power and/or data. Therefore,
an efficient use of the resources is a critical issue for performance guarantees.
HCS with a large number of computing resources incurs in huge amount of energy con-
sumption and this trend will continue without properly energy consumption optimization.
The optimization on the energy waste is a major concern of interest, especially on cloud data
centers. Since an efficient reduction in the consumption of energy brings benefits not only at
the business and system’s performance levels, but also at the social level by minimizing the
impact on the environment for example in the air quality, CO2 emission and climate change.
This issue forces HCS managers to adopt innovative ways to improve energy efficiency.
There is significant research effort addressing reduction of energy consumption of to-
day’s HCS systems. Engineers and researchers make advances in different aspects of the
domain to ensure increasing energy optimization. Practical approaches in many HCS facil-
ities, at present, adopt energy management measures at hardware levels. At this level HCS
managers look for energy saving solutions to installing low-power cooling devices and heat
sinks, low-power battery computers, using low-power processors, choosing products or devices
whose performance match their energy requirements, enhancing resource and infrastructure
maintenance, better components of the system even with green and clean energy suppliers,
deployment of specific technologies such as UPS, chillers, economizers.
Nowadays, compared with low-energy hardware saving approaches, low-energy software
based approaches are practical and commonly used. Focusing on solutions to the hardware
level as a first step in the optimization process of energy consumption is natural and central,
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however, it is well known that even with optimized hardware, poor software can lead to
important energy waste. HCS managers are looking for significant improvements in energy
efficiency, at present, on software based solutions. One of the main concern is to provide high
performance with low energy consumption, that is to provide energy efficiency. Researchers
are working on rethinking algorithms and applications, improving software design, developing
and implementing energy-aware resource allocation and scheduling policies. It is in this
context that this research work has been investigated.
This thesis concern the design, analysis and development of efficient heuristics dealing
with the resource management, specifically with the scheduling problem in HCS considering
performance and energy issues. This dissertation addresses the following main hypothesis:
• If I take advantage of the heterogeneity resources of a HCS by designing efficient schedul-
ing strategies, it will reduce energy consumption without sacrificing the performance of
the system.
• If an application is designed with low-complexity, then energy savings will be obtained.
• If a resource allocation strategy considering resource consolidation is designed taking
advantage of busy or idle desktop resources, then the reduction of energy will be ob-
tained.
The first two hypothesis concern HCS based on Grid computing and the last hypothesis
mainly concern an opportunistic cloud-based infrastructure composed of private desktop com-
puting resources.
1.1 Motivations
Over the last years, HCS have become an increasingly important part of most business ap-
plications. These systems have been continuously upgrading to high performance computing
systems meeting the increasing demands of computational power by many scientific and in-
dustrial applications. These systems are also designed to satisfy variable pick loads and
most of HCS are overprovisioned. Unfortunately, this traditional practice in HCS of over-
provisioning the physical infrastructure has a very negative impact overall HCS efficiency
and therefore causes resource underutilization. Hundred or thousands of resources (mainly
servers) are idling most of the time (plugged in 24 hours a day but that are rarely utilized)
wasting considerable amount of energy, which in turn increases HCS operational costs and
electricity bills, raises social and environmental concerns, and decreases performance of the
system.
It is worth to notice the negative impact of energy consumption inefficiency. In terms
of monetary costs, the energy consumption of computing equipment (“67 billion kilowatt-
hours from the grid in 2010, according to Census Bureau figures reviewed by the Electric
Power Research Institute for The Times”1) is costly and runs to several thousands dollars
per year. The report to congress on server and data center energy efficiency by the U.S.
environmental protection agency ENERGY STAR program [137] estimated that the energy
1Taken from NewYork Times “Power, Pollution, and The Internet” by James Glanz. Published September
22, 2012
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used by the servers and data centers consumed about 61 billion kilowatt-hours in 2006 for
a total electricity cost of about $4.5 billion. System’s performance of HCS facilities is also
concerned with energy consumption. Heat dissipation due to the huge number of transistors
integrated into current processors architectures, which reaches to nearly one billion, has a
severe impact on the overall performance worsening system reliability resulting not only in
system performance degradation, but also in high energy bill for air-conditioning system
and heat removal devices. For example, the same report mention that a fully populated
rack of blade servers requires up to 20-25 kW of power to operate, and it is expected to
require an additional 20-25 kW of power for the cooling and power conversion equipment to
supports it. Finally, no less important and associated to the previous issues is the impact
that CO2 emissions due to energy consumption and heat dissipation may have on the society
and environment. Large-scale HCS systems are becoming big polluters. The CO2 emissions
attributable to HCS and large server farms are increasing, and it is comparable to the levels
produced by the global airline industry. The Uptime Institute [83] estimates that carbon
dioxide emissions will quadruple between 2010 and 2020. Air quality and climate change are
concerned by CO2 emissions having a big impact in life quality of society.
In this thesis, I focus on developing batch mode scheduling heuristics for HCSs to reduce
the energy consumption of the system without compromise the performance. Moreover, I
also focus on how some strategies in resource allocation for opportunistic environments may
reduce energy consumption.
1.2 Methodology
To know the real energy consumption of one physical machine, a wattmeter was connected
to one of the computers lab used by this research work. Figure 1.1 shows the behavior of
the CPU when is running a Java program which ensure 100% use of the cores during five
minutes. The processor has in total eight cores, four physical cores and four virtual cores.
The average energy value was measured during these time for each processor state.
As previously mentioned, the optimization of energy consumption can be handled across
different levels of the solution stack in hardware, software and system design [41, 128]. In
this research work, the main focus is on HCS management software by resource allocation
and scheduling policies. HCS management software tools can help to optimize energy con-
sumption as they facilitate the implementation of different policies throughout the HCS
and provide features like provisioning, monitoring, deployment, increase resource utilization,
workload management, resources heterogeneity exploitation and configuration management
that support system efficiency [128].
Scheduling algorithms and resource allocation strategies can be designed by using so-
phisticated frameworks [117]. The most common are approximation algorithms frameworks,
meta-heuristics frameworks, parallel frameworks. In modern HCS there is a variability in
the load increase because workloads are often very unstable. There is a necessary trade-off
between reacting as fast as possible to minimize the duration when the application underper-
forms because of insufficient resource capacities, and a slower approach to avoid situations
where the load has already decreased when computing resources become available. HCS man-
agers prefer simple mechanism than sophisticated implementations [63]. The main reasons for
such preference can be that the gains of using sophisticated approaches are low to be worth
3
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Figure 1.1: Energy measured by a physical device.
the effort. Other possible reason is that implementing and evaluating these techniques is a
difficult exercise, this is the reason that real HCS rely on simpler techniques such that it can
be easy their adaptation and implementation into real HCS. In this dissertation, it is adopted
an approach based on designing very simple mechanisms. Regarding energy efficiency, so-
phisticated scheduling techniques need more computational time and effort to compute and
execute the planned schedule and it is translated to increase the energy consumption, this
thesis opted for low-complexity policies are designed in this research work.
In large HCS systems, different components of the computing facilities contribute to the
energy consumption. The main components, beside the building facilities, are CPU, memory
units, communication paths or networks, storage, and others. The optimization of energy
consumption should be done in all of these elements in a holistic approach. In Figure 1.2 shows
the energy consumption of the processor, following the same measuring setup of Figure 1.1,
it suffices to prove that the processor have the major part of the energy consumed by the
CPU, up to 50% of the total consumption. For this reason, in this thesis, the focus is on
processing elements, which is still one of the main resources that consumes a major part of
the total energy used by a computer system.
One of the methodologies used to validate the performance of the scheduling heuristics
proposed in this work is the approximation factor. It is also used to qualify the efficiency of
the scheduling algorithms. The approximation factor of a strategy is defined as the ratio of the
reference objective to the optimal one. As in most of real hard problems, it is difficult or even
almost impossible to determine the optimal solution, a lower bound of the target objective
is considered. The approximation factor allows to show that the computed solution obtained
by the evaluated heuristics does not exceed the optimal value for any problem instances by
more than a certain factor. The analysis is conducted as follows. First, the performance
ratio (i.e., relative error) of the approximation factor of each strategy under each metric is
evaluated. This is done relative to the best performing strategy for each metric. Thereafter,
the performance ratios to evaluate performance of the strategies is averaged, and show if
some strategies tend to dominate results in all of the test cases, with the expectation that it
4
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Figure 1.2: Energy measured by a program called intel R©power gadget 3.0. The program
provides the power consumption of the processor with a 20 seconds sample rate.
will also perform well under other conditions. For example, with different HCS configurations
and workloads. However, they do not show the negative effects of allowing a small portion of
the problem solutions to dominate the conclusions. To analyze the possible negative effects
of allowing a small portion of the problem instances with large deviation to dominate the
conclusions, and to help with the interpretation of the data generated by the benchmarking
process, it is also used performance profiles of the strategies. The performance profile is a non-
decreasing, piecewise constant function, which presents the probability that a performance
ratio is within a factor of the best ratio [53, 54]. The given function is the cumulative
distribution function. Strategies with large probability for smaller ratio are to be preferred.
The workload considered to evaluate our proposed scheduling heuristic is based on Ex-
pected Time to Compute model (ETC) presented by Ali et al. [8]. Each task is considered
as an indivisible unit of workload and must be processed completely in a single machine
without interruptions. The tasks waiting for its execution will be scheduled in a batch mode.
Batch mode scheduling strategies are used when jobs have to be scheduled after predefined
time intervals [26]. They are simple, powerful, and efficient in contrast to more sophisticated
schedulers that need longer execution time to compute the mapping. Moreover, these strate-
gies take advantage of using job and resource characteristics in deciding which job to assign
to which machine. All of the machines are idle and available at time zero, which is possible
by considering an advance reservation. To present the heterogeneity of tasks and machines,
a variety of ETC matrices are generated. The model is implemented by the coefficient-of-
variation (COV) based method [8] considering different machine and task heterogeneities. In
this model is consider the relation of the tasks and machines as well, by introduced consistency
scenarios.
Alternatively, to evaluate the resource allocation algorithms over opportunistic cloud en-
vironments, real workloads were considered.
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1.3 List of contributions
The major contributions contained in this PhD thesis include:
1. Three energy-aware low computational complexity scheduling algorithms are proposed,
designed, and evaluated to exploit the heterogeneity of the resources and applications
emphasize in performance, complexity, energy consumption, and scalability in HCS. The
algorithms are evaluated and compared with the best reported in the literature. The set
of experimental results shows that low computational complexity heuristics perform as
efficiently as known ones considering the makespan criterion, and outperform them in
terms of flowtime, runtime execution, memory used, and number of best solution found
criteria. Detail analysis show that low computational complexity heuristics are the best
performing heuristics in the original-consistency cases showing similar behavior in the
partial-consistency scenarios for makespan.
2. A policy for resource allocation modeling used by UnaGrid is proposed and evaluated
in order to reduce the energy consumption of the opportunistic grid environment. Una-
Grid is an opportunistic infrastructure developed and implemented at University of Los
Andes, whose main purpose is to provide a virtualization mechanism that guarantees
the properties aforementioned. Opportunistic grids are a good alternative to develop
high performance computing. Virtualization is a good approach in order to provide a
complete isolation between both environments computing and end-user ones.
3. An energy model based on the experimentation, first in opportunistic grid and cloud
environments is presented and validated.
4. Energy savings in resource allocation on an opportunistic infrastructure, specifically
for UnaCloud are presented. A new algorithm is proposed that is a variant of First-
Fit Decreasing, it places the VMs first on PMs already in use by a physical user.
The proposed algorithm have been validated against three well known state-of-the-art
heuristics. Different scenarios using real workload traces have been simulated.
1.4 Dissertation outline
The remainder of this document is organized as follows: This first part of the dissertation
starts with an introduction to services in Chapter 1. A brief exposition of scheduling and
resource allocation algorithms in opportunistic environment is presenting in Chapter 2. Chap-
ter 3 provides a detailed exposition of our proposed low complexity scheduling heuristics. A
detailed description of Opportunistic cloud computing, ranging from Desktop Computing to
Volunteer Computing is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes the particular Infras-
tructure where the experiments were developed, furthermore, shows all the process and results
of the infrastructure benchmarking. Chapter 6 report some energy savings on a particular op-
portunistic cloud infrastructure focus on a consolidation algorithm with special policies. This
manuscript concludes the work presented during this dissertation in Chapter 7, presenting
also some future work.
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2.1 Introduction
Resource allocation is the process to allocate resources in the appropriate way according to
an objective function. Scheduling can be understood in general as allocating resources over
time. The scheduler is a key component for performance guarantees. Its aim is to assign tasks
to computing resources considering system- and user-centric objectives and satisfying given
efficiency criteria, usually related to the total execution time, resource utilization, economic
cost, energy constraints, etc. The scheduling problem is NP-hard [82], even in the case of
homogeneous machine systems and applications without precedence constraints. Moreover,
reducing energy consumption for heterogenous computing systems can bring benefits such as
reducing operating costs, increasing system reliability, and environmental aspect. It is crucial
to search low computational complexity algorithms to schedule tasks, and/or energy-aware
resource allocation algorithms, to exploit the heterogeneity of the resources and applications.
Low overhead is one of the key issues for large-scale problems. There are some situations in
which only low complexity scheduling heuristic can be used, where the scheduling process is
performed during the execution of the allocated tasks.
Consider that m machinesMj (j = 1, ...,m) have to process n tasks Ti (i = 1, ..., n). Prob-
lems of allocating resources over time, or allocation of resources to tasks over given time
periods can be understood as scheduling problems. From now on we make the assumption
that each machine can process at most one task at a time and that each task can be processed
7
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on at most one machine at a time [73]. Scheduling problems can be classified, based on clas-
sification scheme introduced by Graham et al. [73], in three fields, machine environment
denoted by α, task characteristics denoted by β and optimality criteria denoted by γ.
Before define each field, the task data is specify. That is, i.) each Ti consists of a number of
operations O1i, ..., Omi, associated with each operation Oij there is a processing time pij to
solve this operation and a set of machines µij ⊆ {M1, ...,Mm} where Oij may be processed,
usually, all µij are one element sets (dedicated machines) or all µij are equal to the set
of all machines (parallel machines) [29]; ii.) a release date ri, on which the first operation
of Ti becomes available for processing; iii.) a due date di by which Ti should ideally be
completed; iv.) a wi, indicating importance or weight and v.) a cost function fi(τ) which
measures the cost of completing Ti at time τ .
Machine environment: is characterized by a string α = α1α2 of two parameters, where
α1 is characterized by four values: α1 ∈ {◦, P,Q,R}, ◦ denote the empty symbol, if task Ti
consists of only one operation that can be processed on any Mj machine, the processing time
will be pi. If α1 = ◦, it is a dedicated machine, pi1 = pi. If α1 = P , this is identical parallel
machines, where the processing times are pij = pj (i = 1, ...,m) ; and if α1 = Q, it is uniform
parallel machines, where processing times differ with a given speed factor= qi of machine
Mj , (j = 1, ...,m), pij = qipj; sj the speed of the machine Mj so under conditions stated
above, the speed factor is defined as qi = 1/sj , and the processing time pij =
pj
sj
.
Task characteristics: are specified by β ⊂ {β1, · · · , β8} which are defined as follows:
β1 ∈ {pmtn, ◦}. If β1 = pmtn indicates that preemption (task splitting) is allowed. This
means that processing may be interrupted and resumed at a later time. If β1 = ◦ No
preemption is allowed. β2 ∈ {res, res1, ◦}. If β2 = res1 : the presence of only a single
resource is assumed. If β2 = res : the presence of s limited resources Rh(h = 1, · · · , s)
is assumed, each Tj requires the use of rhj units of Rh at all times during its execution.
β3 ∈ {prec, tree, ◦}. If β3 = prec : describes precedence relations between the tasks. It is
derived from a directed acyclic graph G = {V,A} in arbitrary form, where V = {1, · · · , n}
vertex corresponds with the tasks, and (j, k) ∈ A, we write Tj < Tk require that Tj must
be completed before Tk starts. If β3 = tree, then G is a rooted tree with an outdegree (all
arcs are directed towards a root) at most one for each vertex or indegree (all arcs are away
from a root) at most one for each vertex. If β3 = ◦ : no precedence relation is specified.
β4 ∈ {rj, ◦}. If β4 = rj : then release dates may be specified for each task. If rj = 0 then
β4 = ◦. β5 ∈ {mj ≤ m, ◦}. If β5 = mj ≤ m : with α1 = J , a constant upper bound on
mj is specified. If β5 = ◦ : no such bound is specified. β6 ∈
{
pij = 1, p ≤ pij ≤ p, ◦
}
. If
β6 = pij = 1 : each operation has unit processing time. If β6 = p ≤ pij ≤ p : constant
lower and upper bounds on pij are specified. If β6 = ◦ : aforementioned bounds are not
specified. β7 ∈ {dj , ◦}. If beta7 = dj , then a deadline dj is specified for each task Tj , i.e.
task Ti must finish no later than time di. Finally, in some scheduling problems, sets of tasks
must be grouped into batches. A batch is a set of tasks which must be processed jointly on
a machine. The completed time of all tasks in a batch is defined as equal to the completed
time of the batch. We can assume that this set-up time is the same for all batches and
sequence independent. Group the tasks into batches and schedule these batches are known
as a batching problem. There are two types, denoted by p-batching problems (where the
length of a batch is equal to the maximum of processing times of all tasks in the batch),
and s-batching problems (where the length of a batch is equal to the sum of processing times
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of all tasks in the batch). β8 ∈ {p − batch, s − batch, ◦} corresponding the first two of each
aforementioned cases. If β8 = ◦ : no batch problem is specified.
Optimality criteria: The third field γ refers to the optimality criterion chosen. First,
let us denote by Cj the completion time of task Tj (time that the task is completed), its
associated cost by fj (Cj), and flowtime (time since the client submits a request until is
completed) by Fj = Cj − rj. There are two types of total cost functions γ ∈ {fmax,
∑
fj}.
fmax = max {fj (Cj) | j = 1, · · ·m} (2.1)∑
fj ∈
{∑
Cj ,
∑
Tj ,
∑
Uj,
∑
wjCj,
∑
wjT
′
j ,
∑
wjUj
}
(2.2)
The scheduling problem is minimize the total cost function showed in Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2.
The most common objective functions are:
• makespan: known as well as schedule length Cmax = max{Cj | j = 1, · · · , n} defined
as the maximum completion time of the tasks.
• total flowtime: F =
∑n
j=1 Fj .
• mean flowtime: F¯ = 1n
∑n
j=1 Fj .
• weighted (total) flowtime: Fw =
∑n
j=1wjFj .
• mean weighted flowtime: F¯w =
∑n
j=1 wjFj∑n
j=1 wj
Other objective functions depend on due dates dj which are associated with tasks Tj . We
can also compute for each task:
• the lateness Lj = Cj − dj ;
• the tardiness T ′j =max {0, Cj − dj};
• the earliness Ej =max {0, dj − Cj};
• the absolute deviation Dj =| Cj − dj |;
• the squared deviation (Cj − dj)
2;
• the unit penalty Uj =
{
0 if Cj ≤ dj
1 otherwise
}
Figure 2.1 shows a possible schedule for n=3 tasks and m=1 machine. A scheduling
algorithm is procedure to construct a schedule from an input instance.
Other interpretation about scheduling problems could be classify in deterministic schedul-
ing problems, which no variable with a non-deterministic description appears. Alternatively,
stochastic scheduling models, which any variable with a probabilistic description appears.
Each, aforementioned, classification could be static or dynamic. Static, known as well as
oﬄine, the entire input instance is known in advance and the goal usually is to give an effi-
cient algorithm that produces the optimum or near to optimum schedule. Dynamic, known
as well as online, in which some parameters are unknown in advance, just it is revealed to
the algorithm only when the task arrives, thus online algorithm at any time has to make
decisions based on the partial knowledge of the tasks that have arrived by that time; this
approach is even more realistic in many practical situations.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a schedule
2.2 Heterogeneous Computing Scheduling Heuristics
For a complete state-of-the-art please refer to Technical report of Dong and Akl [56], they
presented not only a complete review of Grid scheduling algorithms but also they presented
the taxonomy of these as well as a good overview of the scheduling problem.
2.2.1 Related Work: low complexity scheduling heuristics
The scheduling heuristics related to HCS have drawn a great deal of attention. We present
the related work to the proposed research.
The Opportunistic Load Balancing heuristic assigns each task in an arbitrary order to
the next available machine regardless of the execution time for the task on that machine [66,
14]. This greedy heuristic tries to balance the load on the machines. However, it has poor
solutions, because it does not consider execution times. Minimum Execution Time assigns
each task to the machine with the lowest execution time of that task, without considering
machine’s availability [66, 14]. The Minimum Completion Time heuristic assigns each task
to the machine with the minimum expected completion time of the task. The heuristic tries
to improve the performance of the previously described heuristics.
Work Queue is a straightforward and adaptive scheduling algorithm for scheduling inde-
pendent tasks. The heuristic selects a task randomly and assigns it to the machine as soon
as it becomes available, that is a machine with minimum workload [76].
The well-known Min-min (Max-min, Min-max) algorithm works in two phases, starting
with a set of all unmapped tasks, the algorithm establishes the minimum (maximum) comple-
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tion time for the task, in the first phase. The task with the minimum (maximum) completion
time is selected and assigned to the corresponding machine [26]. The task is then removed
from the set and the process finishes when all of the tasks are mapped.
The Sufferage heuristic [112] computes for each task the difference between the second
earliest completion time (on a machine mj) and the earliest completion time (on a machine
mi) in the first step. This difference is called the sufferage value. In the second step, the
heuristic selects the task with the maximum sufferage value. Then, the task is assigned to the
corresponding machine with minimum completion time. The heuristic gives precedence to
those tasks with high sufferage value. Sufferage II and Sufferage X extend original Sufferage
heuristic [35].
Segmented Min-Min [167] sorts the tasks according to the ETCs. The tasks can be sorted
into ordered list by the average ETC, the minimum ETC, or the maximum ETC. Then, the
task list is partitioned into segments with the equal size. The segment of larger tasks is
scheduled first and the segmented of smaller tasks last. For each segment, Min-min is applied
locally to assign tasks to machines. Low complexity heuristics [OPTIM2011] differ from
Segmented Min-Min in that the heuristics do not partition the list. Moreover, scheduling
decisions in low complexity heuristics is guided by a Score Function. There is a kind of
similar work presented by Tabak et al. [33] improving Min-Min, Max-Min and Sufferage,
nevertheless, their application do not use Score Function. Ezzatti et al. [60] present an
efficient implementation of the Min-Min, their algorithm works in two phases: in the first
phase use radix exchange sort and in the second phase the normal min-min, their algorithm
present the same complexity of our heuristics. High Standard Deviation First [120] considers
the standard deviation of the expected execution time of a task as a selection criterion. The
task with the highest standard deviation must be assigned first for scheduling. Thereafter,
the second part of the Sufferage heuristic is applied.
The QoS guided Min-Min extends the Min-min algorithm. The algorithm takes into
account different levels of quality of service required by the tasks and provided by Grid
resources such as memory, cpu speed and bandwidth. The idea is to execute tasks requiring
high levels of QoS only on resources with high QoS, whereas a task requiring low levels of
QoS can be executed on resources with low or high QoS [77]. The tasks with high QoS levels
are mapped first, then the tasks with low QoS are considered. The priorities of tasks with
the same QoS level are set in the same way of the Min-min heuristic.
The Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) mapping problem in HCS can be based on mapping
multiple groups of independent tasks [98]. The mapping process is performed during the ex-
ecution of the early mapped tasks. Some solutions use them to improve various algorithms.
The most important issue of these kind of solutions is taken into consideration the commu-
nication costs [15, 75]. Oliver et al [151] proposed two algorithms under a task graph or
DAG but involvement communication not only in network but also among processors, their
results shows the important overhead missing in works that have zero costs in communica-
tion, furthermore, scheduling the edges on the processors has an impact on the operating
techniques of scheduling heuristics. The heuristics proposed in [111] take advantage of task
heterogeneity. These heuristics are based on the idea of defining an order of task execution.
The authors proposed the Task Priority Diagram (TPD) technique. TPD is a precedence task
graph, based on a Hasse diagram that defines a partial order between tasks based on their
ETC values. TPD contains the information about the mapping sequence of tasks. The best
11
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heuristics proposed in [111] are based on TPD. The runtime of all of the above mentioned
algorithms is at least O(t2m).
Energy-aware scheduling heuristics in large scale computing has been studied from many
years ago, techniques as Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS)[163, 165] (equivalently,
dynamic speed scaling, dynamic frequency scaling, dynamic voltage scaling) and Dynamic
Power Management (DPM) [22]. Power down mechanism focus on identifying the optimal
threshold times to transition to low-power modes during idle periods. Dynamic Frequency
Scaling (DFS) [106] already incorporated into many existing technology and commercial
processors as for example SpeedStep by Intel or LongHaul by VIA Technologies, enables
processors to dynamically changing its working voltage and speed without stopping or pausing
the execution of any instruction. DVFS reduces energy consumption of processors based on
the fact that power consumption in CMOS circuits has direct relation with frequency and
the square of the supplied voltage [96, 95]. DPM on the other hand, consolidates applications
on a minimum set of computing resources to maximize the number of resources that can be
powered down while maximizing utilization of the used ones. Machines are powered down
(i.e. inactive) when not used, and job placement decisions attempt to power a node back on
only when is absolutely necessary. These techniques have been used at the level of resource
manager including scheduling algorithms [92, 103, 130, 158]. Bilal et al [25] present a complete
survey focus on Green Data Center Networks, they based on a taxonomy presented in this
work concentrate on different network architectures (e.g. electrical, optical, and hybrid),
traffic (i.e. characterization and management), performance monitoring (i.e. for energy
efficiency), virtual machine placement, and experimentation techniques (e.g. simulation and
emulation).
Several work have been produced in the cloud scheduling field, Mezmaz et al. [118], for
instance, presented a new hybrid metaheuristic scheduling for cloud computing based on
parallel bi-objective and energy consumption. Alternatively, Marc Eduard [68] focus on high
availability and proposed some scheduling algorithms searching for an optimal allocation of
components on nodes in order to ensure a homogenous spread of component types on ev-
ery node. Some other research focus on cloud brokering using scheduling model, Simarro et
al. [110] proposes a modular broker architecture for optimal service deployment pricing, their
results show that users are benefited with 4% - 6% of their budget their service performance.
Multitask workflows on cloud platforms can be tackle using using Multi-Objective Schedul-
ing (MOS), Zhang et al. [170] proposes a new MOS scheme based on Vectorized Ordinal
Optimization (VOO) achieved problem scalability on any virtualized cloud platform.
There are some parallelization of scheduling heuristics and efficient use of graphics pro-
cessing units. In [65], the authors present a parallel Min-min algorithm for the GPU and the
CPU architectures. The algorithm parallelizes the search process used to find the best pair
task/machine that minimizes the completion time. Ref. [122] develops a parallel implemen-
tation on GPU for Min-min and Sufferage. The parallel implementation on GPU performs
the evaluation of the criteria proposed by each heuristic. That is, for each unassigned task,
the evaluation of the criteria for all machines is made in parallel on the GPU architecture,
building a vector that stores the identifier of the task, the best the value obtained for the
criteria, and the machine to get that value.
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Hussain et al. [81] show a complete review on resource allocation in high performance dis-
tributed computing systems, their work focus on cluster computing, grid computing, and
cloud computing systems (see [81] for the complete bibliography).
2.3.1 Related work: Resource Allocation in Opportunistic Cloud Environ-
ments
The problem of VM allocation can be divided in two: the first part is admission of new
requests for VM provisioning and placing the VMs on hosts, whereas the second part is
optimization of current allocation of VMs. In this work we focus on the first part of the VM
allocation problem. This problem can be modeled as a bin-packing problem with variable
bin sizes [62].
The problem in its single-objective variant is a NP-hard problem, and thus is expensive
to compute with increasing numbers of PMs and VMs. Different heuristics and linear pro-
gramming based solutions are used for getting a near optimal solution. Several proposed
power-aware packing algorithms use a variant of First Fit Decreasing (FFD) heuristic to
reduce resource fragmentation. Static consolidation considers that resource utilization does
not change during execution and the number of reconfigurations depends solely of creation
and deletion of VMs. Dynamic VM management assumes that resource needs change over
time, and thus VMs can be moved during their execution in order to improve the optimality
placement, one framework that considers dynamic management of VMs is Snooze [62].
Verma et al. [161] modeled the VM workload placement as an instance of the one di-
mensional bin-packing problem and extended FFD to perform the placement. Li et al. [104]
proposed the EnaCloud framework and a modified version of the Best-Fit algorithm is im-
plemented.
Hermenier et al. [78] proposed Entropy. Entropy uses constraint programming to deter-
mine a global optimal solution, if one exists, based on a depth first search. The algorithm is
enhanced with FFD to lower the number of nodes used in a virtualized cluster.
Buyya et al. [32] presented simulation-driven results for a workload consolidation algo-
rithm based on a modified version of the Best Fit Decreasing algorithm. The algorithm
sorts all the VMs in decreasing order of current utilization and allocate each VM to a host
that provides the least increase of power consumption due to this allocation. This allows
leveraging heterogeneity of the nodes by choosing the most power-efficient ones. Beloglazov
and Buyya [20] proposed a resource management policy for virtualized cloud data centers.
The objective is to consolidate VMs leveraging live migration and switch off idle nodes to
minimize power consumption, while providing required Quality of Service.
Murtazaev and Oh [121] proposed a greedy algorithm called Sercon. It extends First-Fit
and Best-Fit heuristics by considering the minimization of number of VM migrations. The
algorithm first sorts the PMs according to the load by VMs in decreasing order. Then, it
takes the least loaded PM and sorts the current VMs on it in decreasing order of weights.
The algorithm tries to allocate them one-by-one on the first most loaded PMs, if not all VMs
can be placed on a different PM the operation is cancelled, such that only migrations which
lead to free PMs will be performed.
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Feller et al. [61] dealt with the workload consolidation problem and model it as an in-
stance of the multi-dimensional bin-packing problem. The authors proposed a nature-inspired
workload consolidation algorithm based on the Ant Colony Optimization framework. The
proposed algorithm outperforms FFD, however, at greater complexity.
Marshall et al. [113] propose a cloud infrastructure that combines on-demand allocation
of resources with opportunistic provisioning of cycles from idle cloud nodes to other pro-
cesses such as HTC (i.e. Condor) by deploying backfill VMs. They found that backfill VMs
contribute to an increase of the utilization of the IaaS from 37.5% to 100%.
Most of the related consolidation algorithms consider a pool of dedicated computing
resources. However, In our work [CCSA2013] differs from related state of the art since we deal
with an opportunistic cloud-based infrastructure. Bin packing strategies were been evaluated
in our work [CCSA2013]. Alternatively, strategies as turn on or turn off the computer labs
are evaluated by Ponciano and Brasileiro [134].
Failures, volatility (i.e., intermittent presence), and lack of trust are common character-
izes which define the platform where this opportunistic cloud infrastructure is developed,
because it is based on desktop and volunteer computing. Choi and Buyya [42] regard such
unstable situations and propose a new Group-based Adaptive Result Certification Mechanism
providing also dynamic scheduling algorithms according to its properties such as volunteering
service time, availability, and credibility.
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Heterogeneous Computing Systems (HCS) are widely used as powerful parallel and dis-
tributed platforms for executing applications requiring a large amount of computing power or
data. In such systems, the heterogeneity is characterized by different hardware architectures,
operating systems, memory capacity, different application requirements and constraints. One
of the big challenges is to fully exploit heterogeneity, maximize the cost-effectiveness and per-
formance of the system.
Many HCS middleware components (e.g., naming, authentication, authorization, account-
ing, communication and scheduling) are affected by scaling. Scalability is one of the most
desired design goals for developers of HCS [155]. Three components are important: size,
geographical position, and administrative scalability [155, 125]. To take advantage of capa-
bilities of HCS, a scheduler allocates tasks to the available resources to optimize performance
objectives. Generally speaking, the scalability of a scheduler indicates its ability to make fast
mapping decisions with growing amount of work, and its capability to manage the increasing
number of resources in an efficient way.
The scheduler is a key component for performance guarantees. Its aim is to assign tasks
to computing resources considering system- and user-centric objectives and satisfying given
efficiency criteria, usually related to the total execution time, resource utilization, economic
cost, energy constraints, etc. The scheduling problem in HCS is NP-hard [82], even in ho-
mogeneous version without precedence constraints. Therefore, significant efforts for solving
the scheduling problem have been extensively developed and numerous methods have been
reported in the literature [82, 26, 111, 112, 120, 166, 109, 168, 169, 147, 79]. However, most
of them have a high computational complexity, which becomes a drawback when algorithms
are used in real systems. Efforts to reduce the computational complexity have been made to
cope with the aforementioned issues: parallelization of scheduling heuristics [133, 123, 124]
and efficient use of graphics processing units (GPUs) [65].
In the context of exascale computing paradigm, the scheduler deals with thousands of
resources, users, and tasks. Traditional techniques to support large HCS do not scale to the
largest system. These problems arise due to limitations of local resource manager scalability
and granularity [139]. The design of scheduling techniques that use resources efficiently is be-
coming increasingly important. Moreover, there exist scenarios in which only fast scheduling
heuristics with low computational complexity can be used. Especially, when the scheduling
process is online [111]. For example, when the HCS system is used as an application service
provider to respond to online computational requests. The tasks from the list or queue can be
scheduled in a batch mode to increase the system utilization ratio. Although time consum-
ing heuristics can achieve a shorter schedule length, the scheduling process would delay the
actual task completion. This delay becomes crucial if tasks have real-time constraints [111].
Therefore, low computational complexity and scalable scheduling heuristics are the preferred
choice in this scenario.
In our scheduling problem, tasks have no deadline and precedence constraints. A schedule
is evaluated by the schedule length or makespan. We address oﬄine scheduling under consid-
eration of zero release times for the independent tasks. While real HCS systems exhibit online
behavior, it is known that tasks typically remain in batches or queues for a significant time.
Therefore, an oﬄine scheduling strategy is beneficial for the efficient scheduling of current
batchs [140]. Moreover, many oﬄine scheduling algorithms exhibit a good performance also
in the online case. Based on theoretical results, it is known that the performance bounds of
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oﬄine scheduling strategies can be approximated for the online cases [149, 138, 79].
In this chapter, we will present the “low complexity heuristics” proposed by us in [OPTIM2011]
and we are specially interested in investigating the most important batch mode scheduling
heuristics that address the problem of scheduling independent tasks, producing fast and effi-
cient tasks mapping to HCS resources against our heuristics. Batch mode scheduling strate-
gies are simple, powerful, and efficient in contrast to more sophisticated schedulers that need
longer execution time to compute the mapping. We present a comprehensive performance
evaluation study using simulation of the following heuristics: the well-knownMin-min [82, 26],
the best two Task Priority Diagram (TPD) based heuristics [111] founded in the literature,
and our three low computational complexity heuristics proposed in [OPTIM2011]. They use
tasks and resource characteristics for resource allocation. The heuristics are based on the
list scheduling approach. Tasks are sorted in a priority list, then the task with the highest
priority (i.e., at the top of the list) is scheduled first until the list is empty. The scheduling
decisions are based on a score function(see Section 3.2). The score function exploits resource
capabilities and task requirements by scheduling tasks to a computing resource that not only
minimizes the completion time, but also executes individual tasks faster by trying to balance
the load of the machines.
The main purpose of this chapter is to study and compare the performance and scala-
bility of the above mentioned heuristics with a variety of system parameters to fully under-
stand their capabilities and limitations. Our interest is to know whether proposed heuristics
outperform traditional and related approaches. In terms of performance, we consider the
optimization of schedule length or makespan, which is a system-centric measure representing
the utilization of a platform and the main flowtime, which is a (QoS) metric that the allows
to guarantee good response times.
To evaluate the performance of the studied algorithms, we analyze the results of numerous
simulations with variation of heterogeneity of resources and applications. We evaluate the
scalability by increasing the system and problem sizes, and consider task consistency. We
show that our low computational complexity strategies outperform known approaches in most
studied scenarios.
3.1 Problem Definition
We address the following scheduling problem: n computationally tasks T = {t1, ..., tn} must
be scheduled on a HCS composed of M = {m1, ...,mm} machines, as they were defined in
Chapter 2. They are interconnected with high-speed links so network times are neglected.
Tasks are assumed to be independent. The independent tasks model typically arises
in HCS systems as grid or volunteer-based computing infrastructures, where independent
applications are submitted for execution [156]. It also arises in the case of Bag-of-Tasks
applications. They are used in a variety of scenarios, including Single-Program Multiple
Data applications used for multimedia processing, simulations fractal calculations, computa-
tional biology, parameter sweeps, and parallel domain decomposition of numerical models for
physical phenomena.
Each task is considered as an indivisible unit of workload and must be processed com-
pletely in a single machine without interruptions. From now on we make the assumption
that an estimate of the computational workload is known. The computational model that we
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consider is the Expected Time to Compute model (ETC). The ETC matrix of size n ×m is
well defined. Each element, ETC[ti][mj ] indicates the expected time to compute task ti on
machine mj . The ETC matrix for a given HCS system can be obtained from user supplied in-
formation, task profiling, experimental data, and analytical benchmarking [7, 70, 91, 93, 132].
Moreover, some existing batch schedulers handle such an information in a conservative way:
at a given time, all decisions are taken assuming that the available information is exact.
When an external event occurs, the scheduling process is restarted with the new state of the
system, without rescheduling of the already running jobs [59].
The scheduling problem can now be formulated as follows. Given a HCS system composed
of a set of m machines and a set of n tasks, any task is scheduled without preemption on
machine mj from time σ(ti), with an execution time given by ETC[ti][mj ]. The task ti
completes at time Ci = σ(ti) + ETC[ti][mj ]. The objective is to minimize the maximum
completion time Cmax = max(Ci), known as makespan. Table 3.1 describes the variables
used in this section.
Name Description
n Number of tasks
m Number of machines
σ(ti) The start time of task i
Ci Completion time of task i
Cmax Maximum completion time or makespan
Table 3.1: Variables
We focus on the analysis of scheduling systems, where all of the tasks are given and
processed in the same batch. A set of available and ready tasks will be executed up to the
completion of the last one. All tasks that arrive during this time interval will be processed
in the next batch. There are several general HCS or grid production systems in use whose
primary focus is task or job batching and resource scheduling, some examples are OAR [5],
TORQUE [6], Portable Batch System (PBS) [3], Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [4], Condor [2].
They are used as a job scheduler mechanism by several meta schedulers.
3.2 Low Computational Complexity Algorithms
This section describes our proposed low computational complexity heuristics Min-Max-Min,
Max-Max-Min, and Mean-Max-Min [OPTIM2011]. These three heuristics are based on the
Min-min algorithm. The main idea is to avoid the loop of pairs of machine-task in the
Min-min algorithm corresponding to the first phase [OPTIM2011, 71]. One alternative is
to consider one task at a time to determine the task that should be scheduled next. The
three heuristics perform tasks sorting in a list by a predefined priority before scheduling as
Segmented Min-Min does. Thereafter, the tasks are selected from the list in constant time
without reordering, after each allocation. Once the order of the tasks is determined, the task
with the highest priority is selected and assigned to the machine that minimizes a predefined
score function. The score function considers not only the expected completion time, but also
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the execution time of tasks. The aim is to minimize the makespan and balance the load of
the system.
Framework 1 depicts the general structure of the heuristics. The heuristics start com-
puting the Priority of each of the task according to some objective (line 1). Thereafter, the
heuristics sort a list of tasks (line 2). The order of the tasks is not modified during the execu-
tion of the heuristics. Next, the heuristics allocate the tasks to the machines and determine
their starting date (main loop line 3). One task is scheduled at a time. The heuristics always
consider the task ti with the highest priority at the top of the list (line 4). Given a task, the
score function SF (ti,mj) Eq. (3.1) is evaluated for all the machines (lines 5 and 6). The
machine for which the value of the score function is optimized for task ti is selected for the
task allocation (line 8). The task is removed from L (line 9), then the list is updated (line 10)
and the main loop is restarted.
The score of each mapping event is calculated as in Eq. (3.1). For each machine mj,
SF (ti) = λ ·
Ci∑m
k=1Cik
+ (1− λ) ·
ETC[ti][mj ]∑m
k=1ETC[ti][mk]
, (3.1)
where Cik is the completion time of the task ti on machine k and ETC[ti][mk] is the expected
time to compute a task ti on machine k. The first term of Eq. (3.1) aims to minimize the
completion time of the tasks ti, while the second term aims to assign the task to the fastest
machine or the machine on which the task takes the minimum expected time to complete. λ
(lambda) is the weight parameter that tries to balance both aforementioned terms.
Algorithm 1: Framework 1 Low computational complexity heuristics
1 Compute Priority of each task ti ∈ T according to some predefined objective;
2 Build the list L of the tasks sorted in a given order of Priority;
3 while L 6= Ø do
4 Select the task ti in the top of L;
5 for each machine mj do
6 Evaluate Score Function SF(ti);
7 Assign ti to the machine mj that minimize SF(ti);
8 Remove task ti from L;
9 Update the list L;
The heuristics differ in the way used to compute the priorities. Minimum, maximum, and
average expected time to complete the task are used. We presented three heuristics:
3.2.1 Heuristic Min-Max-Min:
is represented in Algorithm 2. The algorithm uses the minimum execution time of tasks to
determine the priority. Thereafter, the tasks are sorted in decreasing order of the execution
time and scheduled based on the minimum completion time.
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Algorithm 2: Min-Max-Min
1 forall the task ti do
2 for each machine mj do
3 Select the minimum execution time for each task ti;
4 Sort the tasks in decreasing order of minimum execution time;
3.2.2 Heuristic Max-Max-Min:
described in Algorithm 3, uses the maximum execution time of tasks as a priority. The tasks
are sorted in decreasing order of their maximum execution time, and scheduled based on the
minimum completion time.
Algorithm 3: Max-Max-Min
1 forall the task ti do
2 for each machine mj do
3 Select the maximum execution time for each task ti;
4 Sort the tasks in decreasing order of maximum execution time;
3.2.3 Heuristic Mean-Max-Min
represented by Algorithm 4, considers the average execution time of tasks as a priority. The
tasks are sorted in decreasing order and scheduled based on the minimum average completion
time.
Algorithm 4: Mean-Max-Min
1 forall the task ti do
2 for each machine mj do
3 Compute the mean execution time for each task ti;
4 Sort the tasks in decreasing order of average execution time;
3.2.4 Computational Complexity
The computational complexity determines how efficiently the problem can be solved. To
compute the computational complexity of the Min-Max-Min,Max-Max-Min, and Mean-Max-
Min heuristics start computing the value of the priorities for the tasks, and the construction
of the sorted list, this have an overall cost of O(mn log n). The execution of the main loop
(lines 3 to 9) in Framework 1 has an overall cost of O(mn). Therefore, the asymptotic overall
cost of the heuristics is O(max(mn log n,mn)), that is, it require O(mn log n) running time,
which is less than one order of magnitude to the related Min-min approaches.
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3.3 Evaluated Heuristics
3.3.1 Task Priority Algorithms
Luo et al. [111] proposed a set of heuristics that exploit the task consistency to perform bet-
ter scheduling and mapping decisions. Most of them are based on the tasks execution order.
The rational inference is that a task requiring more computational effort is more critical to
be scheduled than a task with shorter computational requirements. The order defines the
priority between tasks. For that purpose, the authors proposed the Task Priority Diagram
(TPD) technique. TPD is a precedence task graph, based on a Hasse diagram that defines a
partial order of tasks using the ETC matrix [111]. TPD contains the information about the
mapping sequence of tasks. Lou et al. concluded that the heuristics TPD with support of
minCT-minCT (minimum completion time in the first phase, and minimum completion time
in the second phase) and TPD with support of minCT-minSD (minimum completion time
for every unmapped task in the first phase, and minimum standard deviation in the second
phase) perform as efficient as Min-min.
We follow the generic framework of the scheduling algorithm with TPD in the decreasing
order of task processing times as originally proposed in [111]. In this framework, the first
cycle is repeated until all of the tasks have been assigned. In each iteration, T is the set
of the unmapped tasks with maximal elements in the current TPD, represented by G. The
framework use the First-Mapping Step function which develop the respectives two algorithms
able to select a task ti′ from T and map the task on machine mj′ with a minimum completion
time or minimum standard deviation. After ti′ is mapped, node ti′ and its edges are removed
from G, and the set T , containing the elements of the new G′ is also updated.
Algorithm 5: Framework 2. TPD heuristic: Mapping Algorithm with TPD [111]
1 G = Hasse-Diagram-Generator(En×m) {E is the input ETC matrix};
2 T ′ = {t′|t′ is a maximal element of G};
3 while T ′ 6= Ø do
4 Fi′j′ =First-Mapping-Step(T’);
5 map ti′ to mj′ and update the load on mj′ ;
6 delete ti′ and the edges of ti′ from G;
7 G = G′;
8 T ′ = {t|t is a maximal element of the new G};
Following Luo et al. [111], Algorithm 6 and Algorithm 7 use the minimum completion
time to select the machine onto which the unscheduled tasks in T ′ can be mapped (line 1 in
both algorithms). Based on this mapping, the second metric is used to select the best task
with its corresponding destination machine (line 2 in both algorithms). In Algorithm 6, the
task with the overall minimum completion time is selected and mapped to the corresponding
machine, while Algorithm 7 prefers the mapping step, that minimizes the standard deviation
of the system loads after update.
Luo et al [111] defined the current machine free-time vector as F = (f1, ..., fm), which
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means that machine j is free after fj time-units for 1 ≤ j ≤ m [111]. The machine free-time
vector after update is Fi,j = (f1, ..., fj + eij , ..., fm), represents a mapping step where task i
with expected time to compute ei is mapped to machine j.
Algorithm 6: First-Mapping-Step ({Fij |ti ∈ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, minCT-minCT) [111]
1
−→
F = {Fij′ |Fij′ =minCT({Fij|1 ≤ j ≤ m}), ti ∈ T};
2 Fij =minCT(
−→
F );
3 return Fij ;
Algorithm 7: First-Mapping-Step ({Fij |ti ∈ T, 1 ≤ j ≤ m}, minCT-minSD) [111]
1
−→
F = {Fij′ |Fij′ =minCT({Fij|1 ≤ j ≤ m}), ti ∈ T};
2 Fij =minSD(
−→
F );
3 return Fij ;
3.3.2 Min-min Algorithm
One of the most widely used batch scheduling heuristic in HCS is the min-min list scheduling
method [82]. A pseudocode of the Min-min heuristic is presented in Algorithm 8. The
min-min heuristic greedily picks the task that can be executed the soonest, considering the
current machine load. The heuristic works in two phases. In the first phase (lines 1 to 4),
it calculates the minimum completion time for every unscheduled task (the first min). In
the second phase, the task with the overall minimum is selected (line 6), and mapped in a
machine (line 7). The task is then removed (line 9) from the set of unscheduled tasks, and
the process is repeated until all tasks are mapped.
Algorithm 8: Min-min heuristic [82]
Data: The ETC matrix.
1 while T 6= Ø do
2 for each unmapped task ti ∈ T do
3 Select the machine that gives the task its minimum completion time;
4 Build the list of tasks L adding this minimum founded;
5 Find the task tk ∈ L with the minimum earliest completion time;
6 Assign task tk to the machine that gives the earliest completion time;
7 Update the ready time of each machine;
8 Delete the task ti from T ;
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3.3.3 Computational Complexity
In the following, for simplicity, we refer to TPD-minCT-minCT [111] algorithm as, Luo 1,
TPD-minCT-minSD [111] as Luo 2, Min-min [82] as m m, and Min-Max-Min, Max-Max-
Min, Mean-Max-Min [SUPE2013] as Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3, respectively (Table 3.2).
This involves no loss of generality.
Table 3.2 summarizes the heuristics evaluated in this paper. First column shows the
name used in this paper (in the experimental section). Second column presents the name
of the heuristics in the literature. Third column remarks the computational complexity of
each algorithm. Last column provides the reference where heuristics were introduced. It
is important to highlight that the main difference of low-complexity heuristics among all
evaluated heuristic is their simplicity to resolve big scheduling problems.
No. Name Complexity Reference
Luo 1 TPD-minCT-minCT O
(
n2m
)
[111]
Luo 2 TPD-minCT-minSD O
(
n2m
)
[111]
m m Min-min O
(
n2m
)
[82]
Low 1 Min-Max-Min O (nm log n) [SUPE2013]
Low 2 Max-Max-Min O (nm log n) [SUPE2013]
Low 3 Mean-Max-Min O (nm log n) [SUPE2013]
Table 3.2: Complexity of heuristics
3.4 Numerical Example
We illustrate the scheduling of the low computational complexity heuristics on a numerical
example, and compare them with the TPD-based heuristics and Min-min. Let us consider
the example reported in [111] with the ETC input matrix shown in Table 3.3. The instance
is composed of eight tasks and four machines.
Figure 3.1 shows the TPD graph generated by Luo 1 and Luo 2, (See [111] for more
information about the TPD graph). Table 3.4 shows the different task sequences computed
for each heuristic to map the tasks. The sequences generated by Luo 1 and Luo 2 are based
on the TPD as shown in Figure 3.1 from top to the bottom (t7). m m generates the sequence
using the TPD graph from the bottom to the top (t0). The task in the lower level of the TPD
graph has a higher priority for mapping. Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 generate the sequences
according to ETC values used to define tasks’ priorities.
We observe the performance behavior of Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 for different lambda
values in the interval [0, 1] (Figure 3.2). From the plot, we observe that the heuristics have
the best performance for lambda values in the interval [0.6, 0.9], the same values for the three
heuristics. We report the best makespan for lambda equal to 0.8.
Figure 3.3 depicts the optimal schedule computed using an exhaustive search algorithm.
The resulting schedules computed by the evaluated heuristics are depicted in Figures 3.4-
3.9. The makespan computed by Luo 1 is equal to 2350, Luo 2 obtains a makespan equal to
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Task No. m0 m1 m2 m3
t0 2000.0 2200.0 2400.0 2600.0
t1 900.0 1100.0 1300.0 1500.0
t2 950.0 1050.0 1350.0 1550.0
t3 980.0 1080.0 1330.0 1480.0
t4 600.0 700.0 800.0 1490.0
t5 550.0 1070.0 750.0 1000.0
t6 920.0 600.0 600.0 1000.0
t7 100.0 200.0 300.0 400.0
Table 3.3: ETC for running example
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Figure 3.1: Task Priority Diagram TPD, which contains the information about the mapping
sequence of tasks and generated by Luo 1 and Luo 2.
2490, m m computes a makespan of 3200 units of time, the makespan of Low 1 is equal to
2550, Low 2 and Low 3 compute a makespan equal to 2350 units of time.
We can notice that different sequences lead to different performance for the heuristics.
In the given example, due to the tasks’ priorities combined with the score function low
computational complexity heuristics perform as efficient as the related heuristics with the
TPD graph and outperform Min-min. From the numerical example, we can observe that the
low complexity heuristics do not need the TPD graph to compute a similar schedule than the
TPD-based heuristics, neither the first phase iteration than Min-min.
The error deviation from the optimal schedule is 33% for m m, 16% for Low 1, 14% for
Luo 2, and 9% for Luo 1, Low 2 and Low 3. The performance behavior of the investigated
heuristics is validated in the experimental section.
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Luo 1 Luo 2 m m Low 1 Low 2 Low 3
t0 t0 t7 t0 t0 t0
t2 t3 t6 t2 t3 t2
t1 t1 t5 t1 t2 t3
t3 t5 t4 t4 t1 t1
t6 t2 t3 t3 t4 t4
t5 t6 t1 t5 t6 t5
t4 t4 t2 t6 t5 t6
t7 t7 t0 t7 t7 t7
Table 3.4: Tasks’ sequence computed by each heuristic.
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Figure 3.2: Makespan for different lambda values computed by the low complexity heuristics.
3.5 Experimental Validation
In this section, we discuss how we conduct the qualitative analysis of proposed heuristics. To
provide a fair comparison, the assumptions and system parameters are kept the same in all
of the approaches.
We show that quiet simple schedulers Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 with low complexity can
provide good performance for different scheduling scenarios and instances. We characterize
the best scenarios to which the low complexity heuristics outperform related approaches,
especially those scenarios where heterogeneity in machines and tasks is important. Note, that
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Cmax = 2130
t5m3 t6
t1m2 t4
m1 t2 t3
m0
0
t0 t7
Figure 3.3: Optimal Schedule.
Cmax = 2350
t3m3 t7
t1m2 t5
m1 t2 t6 t4
m0
0
t0
Figure 3.4: Schedule computed by Luo 1.
Cmax = 2490
t5m3 t4
t1m2 t6
m1 t3 t2
m0
0
t0 t7
Figure 3.5: Schedule computed by Luo 2.
the low complexity heuristics do not use the TPD technique to define the tasks sequences.
Besides the performance behavior it does not require additional management overhead such
as evaluating tasks priorities at each iteration of the heuristics.
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Cmax = 3200
t3m3
t4m2 t0
m1 t6 t2
0
m0 t7 t5 t1
Figure 3.6: Schedule computed by m m.
Cmax = 2550
t7m3 t1
t6m2 t2
m1 t4 t3
m0 t5 t0
0
Figure 3.7: Schedule computed by Low 1. The tasks are sorted by shortest execution time
first on each machine.
Cmax = 2350
t3m3
t5m2 t1
m1 t6 t4 t2
m0 t7 t0
0
Figure 3.8: Schedule computed by Low 2. The tasks are sorted by largest execution time
first on each machine.
3.5.1 Evaluation Method
To provide an effective guidance in choosing the best strategy, we perform an analysis of
makespan metric as in [111]. Makespan optimization criterion considers the largest comple-
tion time of any job in the system. It is applicable to compare different algorithms. However,
it does not depict the information about the efficiency of the scheduling algorithms and the
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Cmax = 2350
t1m3
t5m2 t3
m1 t6 t4 t2
m0 t7 t0
0
Figure 3.9: Schedule computed by Low 3. The tasks are sorted by the average execution
time of tasks.
schedule quality. We also use the approximation factor to qualify the efficiency of the schedul-
ing algorithms. The approximation factor of the strategy is defined as ρ = Cmax/C
∗
max, where
C∗max is the optimal makespan. As we are, in general, not able to determine the optimal
makespan, in our experimental evaluation, we use the lower bound of the optimal makespan
C∗max instead of the optimal makespan with:
C∗max ≥ Cˇ
∗
max = max
{
pmax,
∑n
i=1minj=1···m(ETC[ti][mj ])
m
}
, (3.2)
where
pmax = max {minj=1···m (ETC[ti][mj ])} . (3.3)
We show that the makespan obtained by algorithms does not exceed the optimal makespan
for any problem instances by more than a certain factor. This factor is called an approxima-
tion factor in the off-line case and used in the following analysis.
The analysis is conducted as follows. First, we evaluate the performance ratio γ (relative
error) of the approximation factor of each strategy under each metric. This is done relative
to the best performing strategy for the metric, as follows:
γ =
strategy metric value
best found metric value
. (3.4)
Thereafter, we average the performance ratios to evaluate performance of the strategies,
and show if some strategies tend to dominate results in all of the test cases, in average. Our
goal is to find a robust and well performing strategy under all of the test cases, with the
expectation that it will also perform well under other conditions. For example, with different
HCS configurations and workloads. This approach provides the mean relative errors. The
average values give us valuable conclusions. However, they do not show the negative effects
of allowing a small portion of the problem solutions to dominate the conclusions.
To analyze the possible negative effects of allowing a small portion of the problem in-
stances with large deviation to dominate the conclusions, and to help with the interpretation
of the data generated by the benchmarking process, we presented performance profiles of our
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strategies.
The performance profile ρ (τ) is a non-decreasing, piecewise constant function, which
presents the probability that a performance ratio γ is within a factor τ of the best ra-
tio [53, 54]. The function ρ (τ) is the cumulative distribution function. Strategies with large
probability ρ (τ) for smaller τ are to be preferred. Moreover, three extra metrics are used to
compare heuristics in more details.
• The number of the best solutions found (B) It is the number of times a particular
algorithm obtains the shortest makespan.
• The number of best solutions found together with another heuristics (EB) It counts the
cases, where one heuristic found the shortest makespan together with at least one other
heuristic.
• The Percentage gain of the mean flowtime (%Gain) it shows how much the results of
one our low complexity heuristic is better or worst than the results obtained by Luo 1.
3.5.2 Experimental Setup
In this section, we present a common HCS trace-based simulation setup with an emphasis on
the representative workload and testing environment to obtain reproducible and comparable
results. However, while machines in real HCS (like computational grid) often exhibit differ-
ent forms of heterogeneity, such as different hardware, operating system, dynamic behavior,
software, many different types of tasks and other restrictions, the model of any study on
HCS scheduling must be an abstraction of reality to perform performance evaluation in a
repeatable and controllable manner [79]. On the other hand, key properties of HCS should
be observed to provide benefits for real deployments. Hence, we assume that the tasks ar-
rive at the system before the scheduling event and the scheduler knows the parameters of
all tasks. We consider that all of the machines are idle and available at time zero, which is
possible by considering an advance reservation. We assume that the resources are stable and
dedicated. This simplified model matches some real HCS deployments, and we consider that
the assumptions are reasonable. The evaluated algorithms may serve as a starting point for
algorithms that can be implemented in real HCS systems.
To provide a fair comparison, we use an experimental framework proposed in [111]. ETCs
(see Section 3.1) are used for performance assessment. To present the heterogeneity of tasks
and machines, a variety of ETC matrices are generated. Machine heterogeneity is represented
by a parameter called Vmachines. It leads to the variation of execution times of a given task
across the computing resources. Task heterogeneity is represented by a parameter called
Vtasks. It represents the degree of variation among the execution time of tasks for a given
machine. The model is implemented by the coefficient-of-variation (COV) based method [8]
considering different machine and task heterogeneities.
The combinations of Vmachines and Vtasks is used to characterize different HCS environ-
ments and computational tasks. For instance, low values of machine heterogeneity represent
computing systems composed of similar (almost homogeneous) computer resources. On the
contrary, computing systems integrated by resources of different types and capacities are
represented by high values of Vmachines. Low values of Vtasks parameter represents cases when
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tasks are almost homogeneous (i.e., when the computational requirements of tasks are quite
similar), with nearly the same execution times for a given machine. High values of Vtasks
parameter describes scenarios, in which applications are required to exhibit short and large
execution time. We also consider full-consistent, partial-consistent, and original-consistent
scenarios [111], which correspond to consistent, semi-consistent, and inconsistent scenarios
introduced in [8].
The full-consistent scenario implies that if a given machine mj executes task ti faster
than machine mk, then machine mj executes all tasks faster than machine mk. The original-
consistent scenario represents a case where machine mj may be faster than machine mk for
some tasks and slower for others. Finally, the partial-consistent scenario consists of both of the
aforementioned scenarios, that is, it contains a consistent sub-matrix within inconsistent sub-
matrix. Moreover, the ETC matrix considers an overhead implied by moving the executable
code and data associated with each task.
To simulate different heterogeneous scenarios, we vary µtask, Vtask, and Vmachine param-
eters. Vtask, is within the range of [0.1, 1.1], Vmachine is within the range of [0.1, 0.6], both
with the increment 0.1, µtask is equal to 1000. Table 3.5 shows 16 combinations of tasks, and
machines that we use for evaluation. We have generated 144,000 instances (1000 for each
parameter combination, in total 48 combinations with three different tasks-machine sizes).
We have simulated heterogeneous computing systems composed of 16, 32, and 64 machines
and 512, 1024, and 2048 tasks.
Scenarios
Vtask Vmachine Vtask Vmachine Vtask Vmachine
0.1 0.1 0.6 0.6 - -
0.2 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.2
0.3 0.1 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.3
0.4 0.1 0.9 0.6 0.6 0.4
0.5 0.1 1 0.6 0.6 0.5
0.6 0.1 1.1 0.6 - -
Table 3.5: 16 Heterogeneity scenarios.
We have executed the low complexity heuristics for λ-values in the interval [0, 1] with
the increment 0.1. We report the best value for each instance. The complexity of Low 1,
Low 2, and Low 3 is slightly increased by a constant, which is still lower than the complexity
of related approaches.
3.6 Experimental Results
The primary goal of the experimental evaluation is to compare six heuristics: Luo 1, Luo 2,
m m, and the low computational complexity heuristics Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 (Table 3.2).
We also present the results regarding the approximation factor, and number of best solutions
found objectives. Following the general direction depicted in Luo et al. [111], we average the
simulation results using 1000 different ETCs of the same type.
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3.6.1 Performance Ratio of the Approximation Factor
Figure 3.10 shows the performance ratio (relative error) of the approximation factor. Fig-
ure 3.10(a) and Figure 3.10(b) show two representatives figures of the results for 512 tasks
scheduled on 16 machines. Figure 3.10(c) and Figure 3.10(d) show two representatives figures
of the results for 1024 tasks scheduled on 32 machines. Figure 3.10(e) and Figure 3.10(f) show
two representatives figures of the results for 2048 task scheduled on 64 machines.
We present the results of several scenarios: partial-consistent scenario with Vtask = 1.1 and
Vmachine = 0.6 (1.1× 0.6) (Figure 3.10a), with (0.4 × 0.1) (Figure 3.10c); original-consistent
scenario with (0.6× 0.5) (Figure 3.10b), with (1.1 × 0.6) (Figure 3.10d), with (0.2× 0.1)
(Figure 3.10e), and with (1.1 × 0.6) (Figure 3.10f).
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(a) partial-consistency with Vtask = 1.1 and
Vmachine = 0.6 for 512× 16
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(b) original-consistency with Vtask = 0.6
and Vmachine = 0.5 for 512 × 16
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(c) partial-consistency with Vtask = 0.4 and
Vmachine = 0.1 for 1024× 32
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(d) original-consistency with Vtask = 1.1
and Vmachine = 0.6 for 1024 × 32.
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(e) original-consistency with Vtask = 0.2 and
Vmachine = 0.1 for 2048 × 64.
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(f) original-consistency with Vtask = 1.1 and
Vmachine = 0.6 for 2048 × 64.
Figure 3.10: Approximation factor error for makespan
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Figure 3.11: Approximation factor error of original-consistency scenario considering high
machine heterogeneity (0.6) and high task heterogeneity. The task heterogeneity varies from
0.6 to 1.1 and the ETC matrix size is 512x16
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The Luo 2 heuristic has worst results in all of the scenarios and experiments. The results
are from 15% to 50% worst than the lower bound of the optimal solutions. The Luo 1, Low 1,
Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics produce high quality results that are from 1% to 30% from the
lower bound of the optimal solutions. Figure 3.10 (a) shows similar results for Luo 1, Low 1,
Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics that are better than m m. Figure 3.10 (e) shows slightly better
results of Luo 1, compared m m, Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics. In all other scenarios
Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics produce better results. The best behavior of Low 1,
Low 2, and Low 3 low computational complexity heuristics is in original-consistency cases,
which refers to the most generic and real scenarios [26]. It can be validated in Figure 3.11.
The figure depicts the results for the original-inconsistent instances This is mainly due to
the high heterogeneity of these instances. The benefit of exploiting the heterogeneity of the
applications and resources to maximize the performance of the system is more apparent. The
score function exploits resource capabilities and task requirements by scheduling tasks to a
machine that not only minimizes the completion time, but also executes individual tasks
faster. On the other hand, results of Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 are improved with increasing
the size of the computing system from 16 to 64 machines (Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13).
The low complexity heuristics show their better scalability compared with related heuristics
because of the low complexity feature and the score function.
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Figure 3.12: Approximation factor error of original-consistency scenario considering high
machine heterogeneity (0.6) and high task heterogeneity. The task heterogeneity varies from
0.6 to 1.1. The ETC matrix size is 1024x32
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Figure 3.13: Approximation factor error of original-consistency scenario considering high
machine heterogeneity (0.6) and high task heterogeneity. The task heterogeneity varies from
0.6 to 1.1. The size of the ETC matrix is 2048 tasks and 64 machines
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(a) partial-consistency with Vtask = 1.1 and
Vmachine = 0.6 for 512× 16
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(b) original-consistency with Vtask = 0.6
and Vmachine = 0.5 for 512 × 16
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(c) partial-consistency with Vtask = 0.4 and
Vmachine = 0.1 for 1024× 32
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(d) original-consistency with Vtask = 1.1
and Vmachine = 0.6 for 1024 × 32
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(e) original-consistency with Vtask = 0.2 and
Vmachine = 0.1 for 2048 × 64
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(f) original-consistency with Vtask = 1.1 and
Vmachine = 0.6 for 2048 × 64
Figure 3.14: Performance profile of the approximation factor error
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3.6.2 Performance Profile
In this section, we present the performance profiles of the strategies to complement the
study of averages. Figure 3.14 shows the performance profiles of ρ, performance ratios γ
(see Section 3.5.1), in the interval τ = [1, ..., 2] to provide objective information for analysis
of a test set. Strategies with large probability ρ(τ) for smaller τ are to be preferred. For
instance, in Figure 3.14(b), for heuristic Luo 1 ρ(1.05) = 0.8 and for heuristics Low 1, Low 2,
and Low 3 ρ(1.05) = 0.95 means that heuristic Luo 1 performed at most 5% worse than the
best strategy on 80% of instances considered and heuristics Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 upon
95%. We show the results of the same scenarios as presented in Figure 3.10. We found small
discrepancies in the performance ratios on a substantial percentage of the problems. The
Luo 1, Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics have the highest probability of being the better
strategies. The probability that they are the winners on a given problem within factors of
1.1 of the best solution is about 1. If we choose being within a factor of 1.01 as the scope
of our interest, then either Luo 1 or Low 3, would suffice with a probability 0.95. Luo 1
dominates other heuristics in partial-consistent scenarios with (0.4 × 0.1) (Figure 3.14c), and
the original-consistent scenarios with (0.2× 0.1) (Figure 3.14e). The Low 1, Low 2, and
Low 3 heuristics dominate other heuristics in the original-consistent scenario with (1.1× 0.6)
(Figure 3.14f). In other scenarios, the Luo 1, Low 1, Low 2, and Low 3 heuristics show the
similar results.
The higher values of Vtasks in the original-consistent scenarios, the better behavior of the
low computational complexity heuristics. They show better results compared to Luo 1 in al-
most all original-consistent scenarios with the higher values of Vtasks and Vmachine. Figure 3.17
validates the results.
3.6.3 Number of Best Solutions Found
Tables 3.6 and 3.7 present the evaluation results of the heuristics considering the number
of best solutions found (B), and the number of best solutions found together with another
heuristics (EB). They show the better behavior of low complexity heuristics in (512× 16)
case study. For instance, heuristics Low 2 and Low 3 have the best solutions in 895 instances
of the Vtasks = 1.1 and Vmachines = 0.6 original-consistent scenario. Note that EB is the
complement to B results.
3.6.4 Flowtime Comparison
The most natural measure of the quality of service received by a client is the flowtime, which
is defined as the time since the client submits a request until it is completed. The flowtime is
closely related to the user experience, as it measures the amount of time an user has to wait
to get his jobs serviced [16] .
In this section, we compare one of our proposed low complexity heuristics with the best
heuristic reported in the literature, Luo 1, for the same case study (i.e., makespan) considering
the flowtime criterion. We only show the comparison results for Low 3 against Luo 1 because
results for Low 1 and Low 2 are comparable to Low 3.
We calculate the percentage of the gain (%Gain) of the mean flowtime (Eq. 3.5) obtained
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Vtasks Heuristics
1 2 3 4 5 6
0.1 B 358 1 431 0 0 0
EB 203 0 203 0 7 7
0.6 B 226 0 28 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 746 746
0.7 B 172 0 4 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 824 824
0.8 B 164 0 0 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 836 836
0.9 B 135 0 0 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 865 865
1 B 112 0 0 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 888 880
1.1 B 105 0 0 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 895 895
Table 3.6: B and EB table, original-consistent ETCs with Vmachine = 0.6 for 512 × 16
Vmachines Heuristics
1 2 3 4 5 6
0.1
B 511 0 0 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 489 489
0.2 B 381 0 2 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 617 617
0.3 B 349 0 5 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 646 646
0.4 B 360 0 14 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 626 626
0.5 B 295 0 15 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 690 690
0.6 B 226 0 28 0 0 0
EB 0 0 0 0 746 746
Table 3.7: B and EB table, original-consistent ETCs with Vtask = 0.6 for 512× 16
by Low 3 over Luo 1.
%Gain =
(
1−
flowtimeLow 3
flowtimeLuo 1
)
× 100. (3.5)
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The positive number shows advantage of our Low 3 compared with Luo 1. Table 3.8 shows
the results for the percentage gain of the mean flowtime averaged over the 144 heterogeneous
scenarios and different consistencies (FC, PC, and OC refers to full, partial, and original
consistency respectively) for the three instances size: (a) 512 × 16, (b) 1024 × 32, and (c)
2048 × 64. Luo 1 is better if Vmach is 0.1, in full-consistency scenario for 512 × 16, and
with increasing Vtasks increases from 0.1 to 0.6. In all other scenarios, our low computational
complexity strategies outperform Luo 1 from 0.89% to 12.33%. In summary, 87% of the
results Low 3 (same to Low 1 and Low 2) is better than the results obtained by Luo 1 for
512 × 16. For 1024 × 32, approximately 90% of the results and for 2048 × 64 approximately
92% are better than the results obtained for heuristic Luo 1. The results show the best
scalability behavior of the low complexity heuristics against Luo 1.
512× 16 1024 × 32 2048 × 64
FC PC OC FC PC OC FC PC OC
V
m
fo
r
V
t
=
0.
6 0.1 −0.15 2.82 3.01 0.01 2.12 2.85 0.11 1.83 2.57
0.2 0.11 4.3 4.41 0.28 3.25 3.97 0.4 2.7 3.49
0.3 0.53 5.33 5.38 0.62 3.89 4.65 0.73 3.11 4.37
0.4 0.97 6.26 6.58 1 4.1 5.67 1.10 3.39 4.84
0.5 1.4 7.3 7.66 1.36 6.15 6.48 1.39 4.83 5.39
0.6 1.7 8.53 9.09 1.46 6.87 7.47 1.33 5.02 6.54
V
t
fo
r
V
m
=
0.
1 0.1 −0.89 0.79 1.03 −0.56 0.5 0.66 -0.28 -0.48 0.33
0.2 −0.66 1.58 1.81 −0.37 1.35 1.52 -0.15 0.41 1.23
0.3 −0.49 2.05 2.27 −0.23 1.84 2 -0.05 0.93 1.73
0.4 −0.36 2.35 2.57 −0.13 1.60 2.35 0.01 1.29 2.07
0.5 −0.24 2.61 2.84 −0.05 1.89 2.62 0.07 1.59 2.34
0.6 −0.15 2.82 3.01 0.01 2.12 2.86 0.11 1.83 2.6
V
t
fo
r
V
m
=
0.
6 0.6 1.7 8.53 9.09 1.46 6.87 7.47 1.33 5.02 6.54
0.7 2.04 9.46 9.88 1.82 7.98 8.44 1.58 6.27 7.63
0.8 2.31 10.27 10.57 2.06 8.94 9.28 1.84 7.43 8.54
0.9 2.59 10.98 11.22 2.31 9.88 10.11 2.09 8.53 9.39
1 2.75 11.6 11.78 2.58 10.7 10.76 2.26 9.46 10.13
1.1 3.01 12.12 12.33 2.82 11.30 11.54 2.45 10.31 10.91
Table 3.8: Percentage gain (%Gain) of the mean flow time for Low 3 over Luo 1.
3.6.5 Time and Memory
Due to the low complexity of low-complexity heuristics, the results of the scheduling time
calculation is efficient as well as the memory that each algorithm uses.
Time and memory used for all heuristics were measured for each size instance. Each
heuristic has been executed separately and the experiments are independent. Figure 3.15
shows the time results in milliseconds of these executions. The logarithmic scale was used to
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emphasize the results. As can be observed, low-complexity heuristics have better behavior.
The algorithms use less time to compute a schedule over all the set of instances. Figure 3.16
shows the memory used in MB to calculate each heuristic as well. We can observe in this
figure, that low-complexity heuristics outperform the related algorithms for all the sizes of
the instances and the gain in memory space is more important when the size of the instances
scales. The evaluated heuristics use much more memory when the instances scale because the
algorithms evaluate the completion time for the remaining tasks to be scheduled at each step
of the loop, furthermore, two of these evaluated heuristics, use TPD graph. On the contrary,
low-complexity heuristics have a good scalability and low overhead, memory use is reduced,
because each step of the algorithm only considers one task to be scheduled, the task with the
highest priority.
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Figure 3.15: Time consumed for each heuristic.
3.6.6 Summary
We summarize results as follow. For full-consistency the instances present less heterogeneity;
the TPD based heuristics are able to construct a full TPD graph allowing to generate a good
sequences of task execution leading to good schedules. For partial and original consistency
the instances present more heterogeneity, then the low complexity heuristics are able to
exploit the heterogeneity to optimize the schedule, on the opposite the TPD based heuristics
construct a TPD graph composed of more independent tasks, hence the execution order of
tasks is harder to evaluate. Moreover, low complexity heuristics run faster and show good
scalability than related heuristics allowing them to be preferred in large-scale computing
systems.
Based on the analysis of the experiments results, we can conclude the following:
• Heuristics with TPD profit of the consistency for the first sorting arranged, that is
for full-consistency scenarios, but for original and partial scenarios the performance
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Figure 3.16: Memory used for each heuristic to calculate scheduling
decrease.
• low computational complexity heuristics are the best performing heuristics among the
heuristics in original-consistency cases showing similar behavior in partial-consistency
scenarios.
Therefore, for a practical mapping problem, Algorithm 9 generates the efficient results
considering makespan criterion.
Algorithm 9: Best performance heuristic
1 if ETC input is full-consistency case then
2 return Heuristic 1;
3 else
4 return low computational complexity heuristics;
3.7 Extra Experimentation Evaluating Energy Efficient
For extra experimentation, we compare our proposed algorithms by analyzing the results
of numerous simulations featuring high heterogeneity of resources, and/or high heterogene-
ity of applications. Simulations studies are performed to compare these heuristics with the
well-known min-min [94, 82, 26]. The main objective of this extra experimental section is to
contribute to the optimization of energy consumption. The energy consumption of an idle re-
source at any given time is set using a minimum voltage based on the processor’s architecture.
we assume that energy is the amount of power used over a specific time interval [107]. Fur-
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thermore, we consider that resources in the target system are incorporated with an effective
energy-saving mechanism for idle time slots [115, 101].
3.7.1 Energy Model
The energy model used in this work is derived from the power consumption model in digital
complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic circuitry. The power consumption
of a CMOS-based microprocessor is defined to be the summation of capacitive power, which
is dissipated whenever active computations are carried out, short-circuit and leakage power
(static power dissipation). The capacitive power (Pc) (dynamic power dissipation) is the most
significant factor of the power consumption. It is directly related to frequency and supply
voltage, and it is defined as [31, 102]:
Pc = ACeffV
2f, (3.6)
where A is the number of switches per clock cycle, Ceff denotes the effective charged ca-
pacitance, V is the supply voltage, and f denotes the operational frequency. The relationship
between circuit delay (Td) and the supply voltage is approximated by (Eq. 3.7):
Td ∝
CefV
(V − Vth)α
, (3.7)
where CL is the load capacitance, Vth is the threshold voltage, and α is the velocity
saturation index which varies between one and two (α=2). Because the clock frequency is
proportional to the inverse of the circuit delay, the reduction of the supply voltage results
in reduction of the clock frequency. It would be not beneficial to reduce the CPU frequency
without also reducing the supply voltage, because in this case the energy per operation would
be constant.
The energy consumption of any machines in this paper is defined as:
Ec =
n∑
i=1
ACefV
2
i fETC[i][M [i]], (3.8)
where M [i] represents a vector containing the machine mj where task ti is allocated, Vi
is the supply voltage of the machine mj . On the other hand, the energy consumption during
idle time is defined as:
Ei =
m∑
j=1
∑
idlejk∈IDLESj
ACefV min
2
jIjk, (3.9)
where IDLESj is the set of idling slots on machine mj, Vminj is the lowest supply voltage
on mj, and Ijk is the amount of idling time for idlejk. Then the total energy consumption is
defined as:
Et = Ec + Ei (3.10)
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3.7.2 Experimental Evaluation
We compare the proposed heuristics and the min-min heuristic by simulation using randomly
built ETCs. As we already mentioned, the ETC model used can be characterized by three
parameters [26, 8]: the first parameter is machine heterogeneity, on which, this time, we
can distinguish among low and high machine heterogeneities. The second parameter is task
heterogeneity, we can also distinguish among low and high task heterogeneities. And the
third parameter is the consistency. Table 3.9, shows the twelve combinations of heterogeneity
types (task and machines) and consistency classifications in the ETC model. The consistency
categories are named for the correspondent initial letter (f stands for full-consistent, p for
partial-consistent, o for original-consistent, lo stands for low heterogeneity and hi for high
heterogeneity). Hence, a matrix named f lolo corresponds to a full-consistent scenario with
low task heterogeneity and low machine heterogeneity.
Consistency
full-consistent partial-consistent original-consistent
f-lolo p-lolo o-lolo
f-lohi p-lohi o-lohi
f-hilo p-hilo o-hilo
f-hihi p-hihi o-hihi
Table 3.9: Consistency and heterogeneity combinations in the ETC model
3.7.2.1 Experiments
For the generation of these ETC matrices we have used the coefficient of variation based
method (COV) introduced in [8]. To simulate different heterogenous computing environments
we have changed the parameters µtask, Vtask and Vmachine, which represent the mean task
execution time, the task heterogeneity, and the machine heterogeneity, respectively as we
define previously. The value of Vtask is larger for a higher task heterogeneity. The value of
Vmachine is larger for a higher machine heterogeneity. We have used the following parameters:
Vtask and Vmachine equal to 0.1 for low case respectively and 0.6 for high case, and µtask = 100.
The heterogeneous ranges were chosen to reflect the fact that in real situations there is more
variability across the execution time for different tasks on a given machine than that across
the execution time for a single task on different machines [111].
As we are considering batch mode algorithms, we assume in both cases that all tasks
have arrived to the system before the scheduling event. Furthermore, we consider that all
the machines are idle or available at time zero, this can be possible by considering advance
reservation. We have generated 1200 instances, 100 for each twelve cases to evaluate the
performance of the heuristics. We have generated instances with 512 tasks in size to be
scheduled on 16 machines. Additionally, we have considered different voltages for the ma-
chines. We randomly assigned these voltages to machines by choosing among three different
set. The first set considers 1.95 and 0.8 Volts for maximum or active state and minimum or
idle state, respectively. The second set is 1.75 Volts at maximum state and 0.9 Volts at idle
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state. Finally, the last set considers 1.6 Volts at maximum level and 0.7 Volts at idle level.
3.7.2.2 Results
The results for the algorithms are depicted from Figure 3.18 to 3.20. We show normalized
values of makespan, flowtime and energy for each heuristic against min-min for λ-Score-
Function-values in the interval [0, 1]. The normalized data were generated by dividing the
results for each heuristic by the maximum result computed by these heuristics. We only
show the curves for the high task and high machine heterogeneity for the three different
scenarios which are the most significant results. The legends m-m n mksp, m-m n flow and
m-m n energy in the figures stand for makespan, flowtime and energy of min-min.
We can observe from these figures that the proposed heuristics follow the same per-
formance behavior according to the scenarios. Relative values range are biggest for the
full-consistent instances than partial-consistent and original-consistent. The results clearly
demonstrate that energy efficiency is the best for the full-consistent instances. It may be
related to the fact, that the makespan has worse results. However, for value of λ = 0.8 the
proposed heuristics can perform as well as min-min for all the three considered metrics. We
can also observe that the proposed algorithms can improve makespan and flowtime results for
lambda for partial-consistent and original-consistent instances. Interestingly, if the instance
is more original-consistent, our algorithms performs better. The benefit of exploiting the
heterogeneity of the applications and resources to maximize the performance of the system
and energy is more apparent. This is mainly because these instances are the ones presenting
the highest original-consistency and heterogeneity. In terms of flowtime, all the heuristics are
as efficient as min-min, however, the proposed heuristics have lower complexity.
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Figure 3.17: Performance profile of the approximation factor error. The scenario is original-
consistency considering high machine heterogeneity (0.6) and high task heterogeneity. The
task heterogeneity varies from 0.6 to 1.1 and the ETC matrix size is 512x16
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Figure 3.18: Relative performances of the schedules produced by different heuristics in the
f-hihi instances.
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Figure 3.19: Relative performances of the schedules produced by different heuristics in the
p-hihi instances.
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Figure 3.20: Relative performances of the schedules produced by different heuristics in the
o-hihi.
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4.1 Desktop, Volunteer and Opportunistic Computing
Large-scale computing platforms and current networking technology enable sharing, selec-
tion, and aggregation of highly heterogeneous resources for solving complex real problems.
Opportunistic computing are distributed platforms built out of the available resources of
an existing hardware platform that harvest the computing power of non-dedicated resources
when they are idle. They are mainly built using two approaches: (1) a computing node will
run a program that will provide access to a set of resources of the host in a limited manner,
this is what is done in the BOINC [10] project for example and (2) running on each host two
environments side-by-side, one for the user of the machine and one for the computing tasks.
For this approach isolation of both environments is critical, the use of virtualization is hence
a promising approach.
According to HPC top500 list [157], Latin-American countries do not provide enough
dedicated clustering infrastructure compared to the United States or Europe. Dedicated
clusters are expensive, so to provide HPC computing facilities, these countries could use
the current resources that universities or companies provide. In the event of universities,
computer rooms are a good approach to take advantage of. In the case of Latin-America, it’s
easy to find computer rooms adding more than 5,000 cores, but very hard to find dedicated
clusters for research adding more than 200 cores; so an opportunistic computing infrastructure
could be a good approach. To implement this approach some issues need to be investigated
beforehand, like the impact on energy consumption, isolation of the end-user (e.g. the human
user currently using the hardware) and computing (i.e. the cluster task) environments and
the division of resources between these two environments keeping in mind that end-users
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have priority over any computing environment. To exploit the existence of opportunistic
computing, it is important to provide quality of service mechanism for both categories of
users, considering transparency for end users, by defining patterns for sharing resources.
Moreover, energy is an important and expensive resource that allows the proper functioning
of HPC. So, it is essential to provide a mechanism that is also energy efficient.
Virtual machines are a natural solution to provide a complete isolation between both
environments computing and end-user ones. The main purpose is to provide a virtualization
mechanism that guarantees the properties mentioned above. It must be taken into account
that hardware resources must be shared between these two environments in such a way that
both kinds of users have the amount of resources needed to perform their tasks. However,
the energy efficiency of using virtualization on opportunistic infrastructures to provide a high
performance computing environments is still in doubt.
4.1.1 Literature Review
Opportunistic grids is one of the particular implementation of the opportunistic computing.
They are used to optimize idle time of desktop machines to perform high performance, high
throughput computing [34, 64, 44]. Projects such as Worm [150], Condor [108], GIMPSs
[142], SETI@home [11], Distributed.net [114], BOINC [10] are some samples that exploit
capabilities of unused computing resources around the world for executing single-purpose
application. Worm and Condor exploit idle resources available in an organization. GIMPSs
and SETI@home use volunteer computing resources through Internet. Distribiuted.net and
BOINC support the execution of multiple-purpose applications over an Internet infrastruc-
ture whose resources are managed by a central organization, this last is also the middleware
used by SETI@home project [11]. Condor-G [67], InteGrade [72] and Bayaniham.NET [145]
allow the aggregation of idle or dedicated resources available in different administrative do-
mains through grid middleware. A common characteristic of all these projects is that, the
execution of any grid application is on the physical resources. XtremWeb [69], OurGrid
[12], SharedGrid [13], BOINC-CernVM [30], LCH@home [40] execute grid applications in a
virtualized environment, Cloud@Home [51] reuse “domestic” computing resources to build
voluntary contributors Clouds, “anyone can experience the power of Cloud Computing, both
actively providing his/her own resources and services, and passively submitting his/her appli-
cations” [51]. A virtual machine is executed on each desktop computer. Bio-UnaGrid [162]
facilitates the automatic execution of intensive-computing workflows that require the use of
existing application suites and distributed computing infrastructures. The infrastructure is
a dedicated cluster and a computer lab.
Several approaches have been proposed to reduce power consumption in computer systems
by improving the environment where they are deployed, as well as a better design at the hard-
ware and software level. Concerning the deployment environment, the entire infrastructure
is considered, mainly including the cooling system of computing resources. Regarding the
hardware, researchers are developing more economic computers in terms of energy efficiency.
Recently, new hardware designs, for example, next generation memory solutions and solid
state drive, are emerging to improve both the computing speed and the energy consumption
in computer resources. On the infrastructure software side, developers are designing more
efficient algorithms avoiding excessive processing [18, 49].
Other common techniques used to save energy in large scale computing systems are based
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on power down mechanisms such as Dynamic Voltage Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [165] (equiv-
alently, dynamic speed scaling, dynamic frequency scaling, dynamic voltage scaling) and Dy-
namic Power Management (DPM) [22]. Power down mechanism focus on identifying the
optimal threshold times to transition to low-power modes during idle periods. Dynamic Fre-
quency Scaling (DFS) already incorporated into many existing technology and commercial
processors as for example SpeedStep by Intel or LongHaul by VIA Technologies, enables pro-
cessors to dynamically changing its working voltage and speed without stopping or pausing
the execution of any instruction. DVFS reduces energy consumption of processors based on
the fact that power consumption in CMOS circuits has direct relation with frequency and
the square of the supplied voltage. DPM on the other hand, consolidates applications on a
minimum set of computing resources to maximize the number of resources that can be pow-
ered down while maximizing utilization of the used ones. Machines are powered down (i.e.
inactive) when not used, and job placement decisions attempt to power a node back on only
when is absolutely necessary. These techniques have been used at the level of resource man-
ager including scheduling algorithms [92, 95, 96, 103, 118, 130] (see [158] and the references
given there for more details).
Different works deal with energy efficiency issues in clusters and Grids. Orgirie et al. [127]
propose a set of green policies to reduce the global energy consumption of a large scale
experimental grid based on a model where users need to reserve resources and the resources
are dedicated to the user during the reservation period. Lammie et al. [100] explore energy
and performance trade-offs in the scheduling of grid workloads on large clusters. The authors
analyze the effect of automated node scaling, CPU frequency scaling, and job assignment.
Da Costa et al. [43] present a framework based on three components: an ON/OFF model
based on an energy-aware resource infrastructure, a resource management system adapted for
energy efficiency and a trust delegation component to assume network presence of sleeping
nodes. Ponciano and Brasileiro [135] investigate energy-aware scheduling, sleeping and wake-
up strategies in opportunistic grids. Sleeping strategies are employed to reduce the energy
consumption of the grid during idleness periods; wake-up strategies are employed to choose
a set of resources to fulfill a workload demand; and scheduling strategies are employed to
decide which tasks to schedule to the available machines.
The energy consumption of under-utilized resources accounts for an important amount of
the actual energy use in large scale distributed systems. In this context, resource consolidation
through virtualization is an effective way to increase resource utilization and in turn reduces
power consumption [101, 21, 97, 148]. The virtualization technology allows to create several
VMs on a physical resource, and, therefore, reduces the amount of hardware in use and
improve the utilization of the resources as below explained .
4.1.2 Desktop, Volunteer and Opportunistic Computing in the Cloud
Opportunistic computing and the well-known Desktop Grids and Volunteer Computing Sys-
tems (DGVCSs) are approaches of distributed systems aimed at the provision of large scale
computing infrastructures, by taking advantage of non dedicated resources, most of them
desktop computers presenting low levels of use. Those computers are available through Inter-
net or Intranet environments, They have partial availability, they are highly heterogeneous,
and they are part of independent administrative domains. They also have allowed the shar-
ing of distributed computing resources, even though those resources are being used for end
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users who should not experiment a significant reduction in the quality of service perceived.
Furthermore, they offer a high return on investment for applications from a wide range
of scientific domains (including computational biology, climate prediction, and high-energy
physics). This strategy made the aggregation of millions of volunteer distributed computing
resources possible, representing an effective solution to support e-science projects.
4.1.2.1 Opportunistic, Desktop and Volunteer Computer Taxonomy
After a careful analysis of some Opportunistic and DGVCSs projects, we have identified
several characteristics which allow us to better study and classify them (a completed work is
presented in [36]). These characteristics make it possible to understand the differences not
only at a functional level but also on the kind of additional services they may provide. This
section presents a summary of Opportunistic, Desktop and Volunteer Computer taxonomy
organized around the main characteristics, which differentiate the presented projects: level
of scalability, architecture, type of resource provider, scope of the supported applications,
supported application models, platforms, portability, granularity for adding resources, license
type, ability to specify the desired resources, ease of use and resource usage model.
• Scalability. It can be classified by Local Area Networks (LAN) or Internet. For LANs
are looking to lever the computational resources in an organization or institution; in
this case, the computing resources regularly belong to a single administrative domain,
enabling to have a more stable and reliable connectivity, reduces risks associated to
security issues and offers a high degree of control over the computing resources that are
part of the system. Alternatively, for Internet looks for anonymous geographically dis-
tributed computational resources and deals with low-bandwidth communications issues
(firewall, NAT, dynamic addressing, etc.), malicious resources and intrusion-related
problems, which imply high security risks, unreliable communications and reduced re-
source availability. Although DGVCSs for LANs gain some benefits as a greater control
over the shared resources as well as an availability and security improvement, they are
limited to only use the available resources within an organization or institution. This
is why the DGVCSs for the Internet are an option to group computational capabilities
to the level of thousands or even millions of computers connected over the Internet; the
price to pay: security, reliability and a reduced availability.
• Architecture. The different components are regularly organized using a centralized
or distributed approach. A centralized organization uses the well-known client/server
model, where there are users, resources providers and servers. Distributed organizations
may be classified into two sub categories, those using a peer-to-peer scheme and those
using a hierarchical approach. In a peer-to-peer organization, clients and resource
providers do exist, but there is not a centralized server. In hierarchical approach,
resource providers are organized in such a way that one system may send a work request
to other system with available resources.
• Type of resource provider. There are two types of resource providers: voluntary and
institutional. Systems with voluntary providers get their computing capabilities from
computing whose owners/end users decide voluntarily to donate their underutilized
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computing resources. These systems take advantage of underutilized computing re-
sources while company staff performs daily activities. If the provider is institutional, it
have greater control, allowing relaxed security policies.
• Purpose. Single-purpose, that consist in share their computing capabilities to solve a
single specific problem. They are regularly administered by a single organization and
are looking to lever the most available resources in environments such as the Inter-
net. General purpose, that support applications for the resolution of different types
of problems; they are regularly administered by several organizations, called virtual
organizations, looking to solve different problems through the deployment of multiple
applications. General purpose DGVCSs can be found in both corporate environments
and the Internet. In the design of general purpose DGVCSs should be account adequate
levels of portability to guarantee the system, can deploy various types of applications,
as well as implementing facilities and tools to allow different virtual organizations to
manage their applications. These systems must also implement mechanisms to ensure
appropriate use of the computing resources, avoiding a single organization to seize all
the computing resources that can be levered by the system.
• Application model. According to the applications to be executed, it can be grouped into
two main categories: the master/slave model consisting of independent tasks and the
parallel programming model which requires communication between processes within a
task. In the master/slave model, a master process (server) sends a set of independent
tasks to a set of slave processes. The master waits for each slave to execute the job
and send back its result. The master receives the results and should have more tasks
it assigns a new task to the slave. Tasks running on every slave are totally indepen-
dent (no communication needed) and can be executed in parallel on different slaves.
Execution of a workflow in which each element or workflow task can be run indepen-
dently also belongs to this category. In this case, itO˜s required the use of a tool that
facilitates the synchronization between the different independent tasks of the workflow.
In the parallel programming model, multiple processes cooperate to execute a common
task. Such cooperation is achieved by means of communication using different parallel
programming paradigms such as MPI (Message Passing Interface) [152], PVM (Parallel
Virtual Machine) [154] or BSP (Bulk Synchronous Parallel) [159]. In these schemes,
a task is carried out through the execution of several processes running on different
computers. In such applications, priority should be given to different issues such as
synchronization between processes, message passing, remote access to memory, delays
in communications, among others. These systems are much more complex than those
based on a client/server model because they have to deal with the aforementioned is-
sues on platforms not intended to do so (shared resources, Internet scale, unpredictable
availability, etc.)
• Platform. Depending on the platform used by resource providers to take advantage of
idle computing resources, it can be classified into middleware based, Web-based, and
virtualization-based. Middleware based is characterized by the need of installing a spe-
cific middleware on the resource providersO˜ operating system. This middleware allows
DGVCSs applications to be executed onto the resource provider system. Additionally,
it provides management, security, configuration and accounting mechanisms, as well as
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tools to control the level of intrusion to end users. In Web-based, applications must be
developed in Java and made available as part of a Web page. Resource providers access
that Web page through a regular browser and execute the code as an applet. Once ex-
ecuted, task results are typically returned to a server or to a centralized storage system
for analysis. Finally, virtualization-based consists to use virtual machines to facilitate
and expedite the installation, configuration and deployment of the applications required
to take advantage of idle processing resources as well as to increase their portability.
In these DGVCSs, resource-providers regularly have installed a virtualization tool such
as VMware [164], Virtual Box (Sun Microsystems, Inc.), KVM (Kernel-based Virtual
Machine) [19], Xen [17] or Hyper-v (Microsoft). Resources are configured, so they
implement specific sharing policies and an image of a virtual machine containing all
the software (O.S., libraries, middleware and applications) required to execute in the
DGVCS context is locally stored. Once configured, the virtual machine runs based on
configured parameters and it begins to form part of the system to execute the different
tasks.
• Portability. It is related to the deployment capacity on the different operating system,
that resource providers may have.The amount of available resources is limited only to
those resources that use the operating system on which the software works. On the
contrary, There are independent from the operating system, they are able to group
together more computing resources using one of these strategies: 1) to use a language
that is independent from the operating system, such as Java; 2) to create and compile
the source code for each of the operating systems on which it is expected to work; and
3) to use virtualization tools to allow to run on a particular virtualization software,
rather than onto a specific operating system.
• Granularity of resource aggregation. It could be individual or cluster aggregation. On
individual aggregation, each computing machine is considered an independent resource
provider, and the tasks are sending to each one of those resource providers. On the
other hand, on cluster aggregation, the basic element is a pool of resources. Each pool
regularly has a central element that receives the tasks and identifies the computers that
are available to run them. Once a task is finished, its results are returned to the pool.
• License. Taking into account the type of licensing, it can be classified as proprietary or
Open Source.
• Specification of resources. It opens two categories, those that allow users the specifi-
cation of the required resources for the execution of their tasks, and those offering the
same type of resources regardless the kind of jobs to be executed. In the first category,
the specification is often expressed by a command or a file. When sending a job, the
user specifies the required resources and the scheduler uses this information to select
the resources to be assigned. This ensures a task run at a resource provider that has
the required capabilities.
• Usability from user perspective. A DGVCS growth can be associated with the facility
provided for the installation of the system agents in resource providers; this facility
allows that sometimes millions of users can be part of the system. Some agents may
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require experts in information technology (IT) to perform the deployment and configu-
ration of the agent on resources, limiting the scalability of the system in environments
such as the Internet. On the other hand, there exist general public oriented DGVCSs,
which donO˜t need any IT knowledge to configure a resource to be part of them. We
identify three categories: when it is necessary IT staff, when it is just requiring some
IT knowledge, and for conventional users.
• Resource usage model. Taking into account the form as it is planned and achieved the
resource clustering, it can be classified into permanent and controlled. In permanent,
resources are concurrently shared between tasks and end-user tasks. By the correct
assignment of priorities, it takes advantage of exclusively idle or underutilized capabili-
ties. On controlled, resources are used according to a policy defined by resource owners.
Several mechanisms are implemented to enforce those policies: to use resources only
when the screen saver is activated, to use configuration templates to define conditions
to allow resource usage (i.e. based on a processor, RAM or disk activity level), to de-
fine time windows (i.e. resource usage is authorized only at nights), to analyze usage
patterns, etc.
4.2 Energy Saving Strategies in Opportunistic Computing
In recent years, several approaches have been proposed to analyze and reduce power con-
sumption in computer systems through better design of both the hardware and the software
as well as by improving the environment where they are deployed. Virtualization technologies
have been used in data centers by different reasons, one of them is energy consumption sav-
ing. Different analyses have shown than virtualization technologies allow reducing the energy
consumption by more than 30% [136] and depending on the energy optimization techniques,
the virtualization technologies, and the application and operating systems executed on virtual
machines, this percentage may vary [105]. In conventional computing clusters, the energy
consumption is mainly based on the consumption of servers and cooling systems. In desktops
grids, the energy consumption is based on the consumptions of the desktops machines used
to execute the grid tasks, cooling consumption is not kept into account due to desktops ma-
chines are regularly available in large open spaces. Few efforts have been developed to analyze
the energy consumption in opportunistic grids. From the energy consumption point of view,
most of desktops grids select the resources to execute grid tasks using an algorithm that keep
into account only the best physical resource to execute the jobs without having in mind the
energy consumption used to execute the tasks. Around the Condor project an effort [108]
have been developed to analyze the energy consumption of a Condor cluster, and how to
optimize the energy consumption when desktops used to execute the grid tasks are selected.
A more detailed and general project, termed DEGISCO, have been proposed in [146]. This
DEGISCO proposal wants to look several aspects of energy consumption and computational
performance of different desktops grids around the world, however at the moment of this
publication; the project is in its initial phase. Ponciano et al. [134] show some strategies in
opportunistic grids to save energy, they evaluated three strategies under opportunistic envi-
ronment, sleeping, wake-up and scheduling strategies, their results surpassing 80% reduction
in energy consumption in a scenario when the contention for resources in the grid was low.
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The technique of use task consolidation to save energy is not new. Hsu et al. [80] presented
one that aims to optimize energy consumption of virtual cluster in cloud data center, their
simulation results show that, this technique, can reduce power consumption up to 17% in
managing task consolidation for cloud systems.
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In this chapter will introduce UnaCloud Suite by UnaCloud IaaS and UnaCloud PaaS
from University of los Andes. These IaaS and PaaS were the environments where the re-
source allocation experiments were developed. This chapter is taken from different of our
publications [CCGrid2013], [CCSA2013], and [ICA3PP2013], for a complete description of
UnaCloud, please refer to these papers.
5.1 UnaCloud: Opportunistic Cloud Computing Infrastruc-
ture as a Service
We consider an opportunistic based cloud infrastructure called UnaCloud [143]. UnaCloud
infrastructure is an open source implementation that combines the main features and advan-
tages of cloud computing and those already provided by desktop grid and volunteer computing
systems (DGVCSs) [38]. UnaCloud uses a commodity and non-dedicated underlying infras-
tructure, implementing opportunistic design concepts to provide computational resources
such as CPU, RAM and storage, while profiting from the unused capabilities of desktop
computer laboratories. The aim of UnaCloud is to support an Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS) cloud computing service model. This effort is aimed at the provision of computing
infrastructures for the development of e-Science projects and to support computing related
activities.
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Figure 5.1: UnaCloud deployment architecture.
Although its goal is to use all of the computers on campus, UnaCloud currently has access
to three computer labs with 109 desktop computers, whose aggregate capabilities may deliver
up to 592 processing cores (70 PMs have four cores each and 39 PMs with eight cores), 572
GB of RAM, 8 TB of storage and 1TB of shared storage in a Network Attached Storage
(NAS). Resources are shared by applications from different research groups at the univer-
sity, through the use and deployment of Customized Virtual Clusters (CVCs). A CVC is a
collection of interconnected physical desktops computers, each one executing a single virtual
machine (VM) with low priority as a background process. Each VM can take advantage of
the unused capabilities while students do their daily activities on the computers. The VM is
a template created and personalized by each research group, specifying the operating system,
software, applications and middleware they require. Thereafter, UnaCloud is in charge of
configuring the complete CVC on a group of specified desktops. Finally, users deploy CVCs
on demand through the UnaCloud web portal. Figure 5.1 shows the deployment architecture
of UnaCloud, where the UnaCloud Server and the UnaCloud Clients are the main compo-
nents. The UnaCloud Server is in charge of processing user requests made through the web
portal, and it usually communicates with the necessary UnaCloud clients to satisfy the re-
quirements. The UnaCloud client is executed on each desktop and is in charge of initiating,
restarting or stopping VMs.
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5.1.1 Benchmarking UnaCloud IaaS
This chapter presents the performance evaluation of the opportunistic IaaS UnaCloud using
HPL and IOzone. Part of this work have been publishing in [CCGrid2014].
Cloud computing has the possibility to offer on demand, flexible access to appropriate
amounts of computation, memory, and storage resources. One of the three service models
that composes Cloud Computing is Infrastructure-as-a-Service. The (US) National Institute
of Standard Technology (NIST)1 defines IaaS: “The capability provided to the consumer is to
provision processing, storage, networks, and other fundamental computing resources where the
consumer is able to deploy and run arbitrary software, which can include operating systems
and applications” [116], in other words, acquisition and management of physical resources.
These resources are provisioned on-demand, that is, when they needed, for the time as they
needed, and paying just as they consumed, allowing them expand and contract the available
resources. Elasticity, multi-tenancy, reliability, among others are the challenges coming from
this service. Nevertheless, the most important characteristic, from user’s perspective, of IaaS
clouds is good performance, therefore, it is necessary to use one tool that help to get this
approach.
Benchmarking is one of the best approaches able to verify that system’s performance
gets the requirements. Benchmarking computer systems is the process of evaluating their
performance and other non-functional characteristics with the purpose of comparing them
with other systems or with industry-agreed standards. The nature of a benchmark depends
strongly on the intended use of the results.
Benchmarking support process in different situations e.g. use in system design, tuning
and operation, use in training, and most common to validate assumptions and models. As
Keyvalya Dixit [74, Ch. 9] defines, there are three types of popular benchmarks: kernel,
synthetic, and application. Kernel is based on the empirical observation of ”10% of the code
uses 80% of the CPU resources”, Synthetic is based on instruction mix, and Application refers
to the user’s own application program [74, Ch. 9].
Iosup et al [88] present specific elements to benchmarking the IaaS Cloud. Based on
these elements, we associated our work as follows: Our System Under Test (SUT) is Un-
aCloud IaaS [143], the cloud infrastructure built under an opportunistic environment over
an university campus. The workload is defined by the characteristic resource to be stressed
(e.g. Through CPU-intensive jobs), the job arrival pattern (one of uniform, increasing, and
bursty), and the job durations. Our experiments (our benchmarking process) lead to results
with high statistical confidence, evolving complex workloads that represent multi-tenancy sce-
narios, on domain-specific scenarios, and on a combination of traditional and cloud-specific
metrics.
This information helps to improve the performance of the service in this case of IaaS or
tuning their applications to better utilize the performance of existing machines.
In this work, we present a performance analysis of our IaaS opportunistic cloud, to help
at users be able to easily compare systems, to us identify best-practices and lower costs,
and to show the performance in one specific kind of cloud under opportunistic environment.
We analyze in this study the performance and the Input/Output velocity of two widespread
1See http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf
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virtualization frameworks, namely Virtual Box and VMware ESXi, running a single VM
instance and compare them over an opportunistic cloud environment.
Following the architecture proposed by [88] we describe the generic architecture for Una-
Cloud IaaS benchmarking below:
• Benchmark Description: We present two types of benchmarking, to analyze the per-
formance and I/O of the system, as it will be explained in Section 5.1.1.2 we cover the
following scenarios, 10, 20 and 40 VM size clusters, over two hypervisors in different
zone times reflecting the quantity of users of the system.
• Workload Description: We used HPL to analyze performance and IOZone to analyze
Input/Output.
• Workload generator and submitter (policy): A control system is in charge of made
several runs for each scenario. To do so, this control system uses a service to run
programs over the overlying infrastructure. The system has the ability to manage
custom program execution lifecycle.
• Allocation (policy) The allocation process is done using a FCFS over the available
resources. The selection process first uses the physical machines that have an end user
on it.
• Provisioning (policy) The IaaS deploys the requested resources using the allocation
process results. This provisioning is done individually by an IaaS agent running over
each physical resource.
• Monitoring & Logging (policy) All information is recollected on a central database and
a shared file system. Over the DB, we store the usage and monitor information of
physical resources. Over the shared file system, we store the results of each execution.
• Results analysis & Modeling Finally, the results are gathered and processed using tools
like Matlab, R and custom java programs.
Alternatively, we will consider the “spin-up” time (to be denoted later) defined as the
time taken for an instance to:
• Find and reserve an available server,
• create a new virtual machine instance on it,
• deploy the application code and the data necessary to run the application onto the
recently created virtual machine,
• start the application,
5.1.1.1 Benchmarking Literature Review
Brebner et al. [27] show that the use of a benchmark have two main goals, first is to aid in
the design of middleware, and second to evaluate the performance of a middleware. In our
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work we use for both, evaluate the performance to show to our customers and re-design the
middleware if this is necessary.
A benchmark has two major components, as Sawyer proposes in his chapter “Doing Your
Own Benchmark” [74, Ch. 11], the workload specification and the measurement specification.
Extra metrics about how measure the IaaS Cloud as introducing Iosup et al [88] have
been investigated in different works, for instance, variability, that refers to the performance
characteristics of a cloud may vary over time as a result, for example, changes that are not
discussed with the users [87]. Other feature, that could be measure is the elasticity, the
ability to scale resources on demand up and down [28], but, as explained by Islam et al. [90],
it is more “a property” of a platform using time and cost as its components and elasticity
can be measured with respect of its response to different applications with certain QoS.
In grid computing, several works have been presented to evaluate performance, for in-
stance adequate approaches must combine appropriate performance metrics, realistic work-
loads, and flexible tools for workload generation, submission and analysis as presented in [89].
Two of those previous authors presented a framework for performance evaluation using syn-
thetic workloads for generation and submission, named GrenchMark [85].
High Performance Linpack (HPL) is a software package developed by Dongarra et al. [57]
that solves a random dense linear system in double precision arithmetic on distributed-
memory computers. HPL is a kernel benchmark that analyst performance as it was defined
by the Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation (SPEC) in [74, Ch. 9]. Besides, other
studies, based on HPL, shown performance fluctuations over cloud-based systems as EC2 and
Eucalyptus [58]. Filesystem benchmarks as IOzone c©, generates and measures a variety of
file operations than tests Input/Output performance [126]. CCMPerf benchmarking tool is
a model based benchmarking that allows developers and end-users of the Corba Component
Model (CCM) middleware to evaluate the overhead that CCM implementations impose above
and beyond the CORBA implementation, as well as to model interaction scenarios between
CCM components [99].
Nowadays, in cloud computing, different performance evaluation have being presented in
the literature, Iosup et al. [86] show a very detailed performance analysis about many tasks
scientific computing over four very-known cloud service providers. Alternatively, Dong et
al. [55] show a performance evaluation of a particular dedicated cloud computing platform
in their campus in Southeast University. Our work evaluate the performance of a particu-
lar campus cloud platform as well, but it is with “the service model”1 of an opportunistic
Infrastructure as a Service.
5.1.1.2 Experiments and Results
In order to make valid overall performance judgments, our evaluations based on quantification
are not only focus on providing a comprehensive representation of UnaCloud IaaS, even more,
the understanding of the inevitable dependencies between measurements.
We use a small and fixed suite of measurements to make simple and human comprehension
feasible comparisons,, we use as metrics: performance (timestamps with system utilization)
taken from HPL benchmark and resource consumption data taken from IOzone. We also
1See http://csrc.nist.gov/publications/nistpubs/800-145/SP800-145.pdf for definition of service
models in the cloud.
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measure our “spin-up” time in UnaCloud and it is in the rank of 8min. to 12min.
If the synthetic workload captures the right characteristics, the behavior of the synthetic
workload and the real application will be similar.
5.1.1.3 Parameter Tuning
For measuring the impact of virtualization over the benchmarks, we use a private and man-
aged infrastructure of 4 physical machines with Core 2 Duo processors and 4GB RAM. Each
machine has dual boot to mirror the production infrastructure of UnaCloud. One boot op-
tion has Windows 7 as operating system; over this we install VMware Workstation 8 and
VBox 4.3. Over each hypervisor we mount an identical (same installation procedure) virtual
machine created from scratch. This virtual machine has Debian 7 as SO and all software
requirements to run the benchmarks. The second boot option, on physical machines, has
an identical configuration of operating system and software as the VMs created on each
hypervisor.
Next, the test to measure the impact of PM end users over jobs running over the UnaCloud
strategy, we made several tests running benchmarks of different configurations on production
environment. For each test we measure the % of the physical machines as the relation of
PMs with end user over the cluster size (henceforth, User %). The production environment
of UnaCloud is composed by 65 Intel Core i5 and 8GB machines. Each machine boots on
Win 7 OS and has Virtual Box 4.3 and VMware Workstation 8 hypervisors. UnaCloud has
the capability to deploy cluster on VBox and VMware hypervisors.
The second test uses 1 core and 1 GB per virtual machine. Several tests were made using
10, 20 and 40 VMs per cluster. For each test we store the % of end users over the used PMs.
The tests were run over two weeks (all day time) to ensure a good coverage on User %.
5.1.1.4 Experimental methodology
Several tests were made to measure system performance under different scenarios. One set of
tests aims to compare the performance and impact of each hypervisor over the Cloud User.
A second set of test measures the impact of physical machine users over the virtual machine
tasks.
To measure the degradation of performance perceived by UnaCloud users we ran the
Iozone and HPL over a test infrastructure composed by 4 physical machines. Over this PMs
we install 3 clusters: a cluster over the PMs, another running over VMware Workstation
VMs, and finally one running over VirtualBox VMs. Each cluster has Debian 7 as SO and
was configured to run the benchmarks (this includes OpenMPI, HPL, IOzone and GotoBlas).
Finally a set of tests were made to determine the impact of real end users over the tasks
running on opportunistic VMs. To do this, we set clusters of 10, 20 and 40 VMs that ran
HPL and IOzone benchmarks over UnaCloud production environment. Several tests were ran,
ensuring that each possible scenario was cover. For these tests we measure the percentage
of end users using the PMs while each test is running. To do so, the system reports every
minute which PMs has users or not. At the end of the tests, we take the start and end time
of each tests and look into the reports, the amount of them with users and those that don’t.
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The user ’s percentage is presented on Eq. 5.1
User% =
totalReportsWithEndUser
TotalReports
× 100 (5.1)
where totalReports represents the amount of reports that were made while the test were
running and totalReportsWithEndUser represents the amount of reports which doesn’t have
an end user from totalReports.
5.1.1.5 Results
In this section we present the results for each set of tests. The results are presented for
processing and storage intensive tasks.
Baseline Performance Comparison:
A test infrastructure was setup to make a baseline comparison of each hypervisor per-
formance. It was made on a test infrastructure, due to the administrative impositions to
do it over the UnaCloud production environment. The results are show on Fig. 5.2. The
results shows a high impact on perceived performance, showing that for HPL tasks, it is
recommendable to use physical machines and not to virtualize.
Figure 5.2: Virtualization degradation of HPL benchmark.
Cloud User Impact:
Finally, a set of tests were made to determine the impact of end-user activities on virtual
clusters running over UnaCloud. To do so, we ran several tests that measures the platform
performance under real scenarios. The executions were made over three weeks, on each
execution we measure the amount of end-users using the underlying physical infrastructure.
Results are showing on Fig. 5.3. As can be seen, the impact of Users % (the amount of
physical machines with user over the total of virtual machines on the cluster) does not affect
the cluster performance. Each point measures the performance for one test, the variability
on test with the same User % can be explained taking into account that we do not present
averaged values, due to the difficulty on getting representative samples for each user %.
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Figure 5.3: End user impact over opportunistic cloud users, HPL Banchmark.
These results also show that, when the cluster size increases, it is more difficult to get
a high Users %. This is because the periods of high usage on computer labs are short in
comparison with benchmark execution times.
IOzone: One inherent limit to the usage of virtualization in any environment resides
in the huge overhead induced on I/O operations. Thus, we present the results of the IOZone
benchmark in Figures 5.4 over the opportunistic cloud environment. We chose a typical
measure of 64MB file size and 1MB record size over the experimental spectrum of the IOzone.
The Boxplots representation were chosen because its good form to show the significance
difference of the data due of User% and each value coming from one machine of the system,
these values are stochastic moreover when the space of the sample increase (i.e. 10, 20, and
40 VMs). The different User% reflects the variability of the opportunistic environment. We
show in each figures the speed, in kB/sec, to write, rewrite, read, and reread 64MB files with
1MB record size in UnaCloud IaaS.
Fig. 5.4(a) shows how is the behavior of the opportunistic environment taken as a basis
comparison the User% in 0, we can observe that the difference with User% in 70.21 for
VMware is not too significative, it is reflect the good performance of Input/Output measures
in an opportunistic environment. Similar behavior show Figs. 5.4(c) and (e) for 20 and 40
VMs respectively and User% in 77.37 and 76.71 respectively. Fig. 5.4(b) shows the same
comparison of Fig. 5.4(a) but for other hypervisor, Virtual Box. Taken as a basis comparison
the User% in 0 as before, we can observe a similar response with User% in 40.55, this shows a
better performance of Virtual Box in opportunistic environment than VMware. Figs. 5.4(d)
and (f) show, as a basis comparison, User% in 0 against User% in 55.16, and User% in 2.46
against User% in 51.34 respectively, for 20 and 40 Virtual Box VMs respectively. Those
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(a) IOzone results for 10 VMs with VMware.
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(b) IOzone results for 10 VMs with Virtual
Box.
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(c) IOzone results for 20 VMs with VMware.
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(d) IOzone results for 20 VMs with Virtual
Box.
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(e) IOzone results for 40 VMs with VMware.
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(f) IOzone results for 40 VMs with Virtual
Box.
Figure 5.4: IOzone results for each configuration. 10, 20, and 40 VMs, two User%, and two
hypervisors. file size=64MB, record size=1MB.
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figures show the same aforementioned behavior. Furthermore, an interesting result we can
observe from Fig. 5.4(f), the performance on IOzone follows the same behavior when user% is
different to 0 against bigger user% value, this means that the I/O velocity have not significant
change when is an user or when are 20 users, showing its robustness. Nevertheless, if we
are evaluating the overall performance of Input/Output characteristics between hypervisors,
VMware has better performance than Virtual Box, its values outperform 10 times approx.
(e.g. 6e06 KB/sec for VMware while for Virtual Box is 5e06).
5.1.1.6 Summary
Tests show an important difference between Virtual Box and VMware hypervisors. We sum-
marize the results from two points of view:
• CPU intensive view: Overall performance of HPL benchmark shows an average of
10% of increase when using VBox over VMware clusters. In general, the results are
not affected by the amount of end users on the underlying infrastructure for both
hypervisors.
• In other hand, IOzone benchmark results show a relevant difference on I/O performance
between VBox and VMware. Although the performance impact of users on VBox is
lower over VMware results, we can see that VMware performance is better for all tests.
So we can conclude that VMware hypervisor has a better I/O performance according
to IOzone benchmark.
• Aditionally, we can observe also that VBox is more robust than VMware to manage
User% in the system for IOzone benchmark.
According to the results, we recommend using VBox for CPU intensive application. In
contrast the best choice to run I/O intensive task are VMware Workstation hypervisor.
These results are based on an opportunistic use of the available resources, applying a resource
sharing policy between end users and cloud users.
5.2 Building Platform as a Service for High Performance Com-
puting over Opportunistic Cloud Computing
Opportunistic computing is a sustainable alternative to satisfy the growing demand of com-
puting resources. In this section, we introduce a novel cloud platform for developing high
performance computing applications over an opportunistic environment. We consider a cloud-
based opportunistic infrastructure called UnaCloud [143] over this, the new platform as a ser-
vice has being developed (UnaCloud PaaS). UnaCloud PaaS is a cloud computing platform
oriented to use of opportunistic IaaS to deploy high performance applications. UnaCloud
PaaS offers multipurpose platforms for low IT knowledge HPC users, that wants to use an
opportunistic infrastructures to deploy and run specific applications. It is created to facilitate
the complexity of opportunistic desktop based infrastructures to run applications.
Taking advantage of unused resources opportunistically, we present the main character-
istics of UnaCloud PaaS as well as each of its components defined. UnaCloud PaaS can be
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deploy two platform types: Condor and MPI. Each platform is specified by a set of roles. A
role is a set of homogenous machines regarding software, operating system and configuration.
To show the performance of the platforms, we conduct several experiments, measuring
system response time and execution time of running platforms as well as one sample applica-
tion execution called Gromacs. Furthermore a set of test, using a well know benchmark, were
made in one of the platforms. Our experimental settings reflect the need of an opportunistic
aware PaaS for the execution of successful platforms over opportunistic infrastructures.
5.2.1 Related Work
On the field of PaaS implementations for HPC we can find many solutions. Manjrasoft c©presents
Aneka [160], a solution to develop .NET applications using multiple programming models,
and run them over hybrid infrastructures. Microsoft Windows Azure [119] offers an entire
set of services on a platform for application development and deployment over Microsoft
datacenters. It provides APIs, libraries and services for solving specific application prob-
lems like storage, cache, application synchronization, scalability and resource acquisition.
MagosCloud [45] offers an opportunistic PaaS for web 2.0 services. It is focused on develop-
ers and offers a declarative way to express platforms and requirements over a XML schema.
Amazon offers special HPC cloud VMs [9] with high performance hardware instances in their
data centers. Amazon also [84] offers an Elastic Map Reduce service to execute Map Reduce
workflows over a managed and scalable infrastructure. The FEFF Project [141] makes an
offer to deploy and manage platforms for spectroscopy analysis and material science software.
These clusters are deployed over Amazon EC2.
Sabalcore [144] is a commercial solution for HPC that allows to deploy custom virtual
clusters over their specialized infrastructures. It offers solutions stacks and software for
engineering modeling, financial simulations, energy computations and more. ViteraaS [52]
propose a PaaS model for running HPC programs. ViteraaS is a virtual cluster management
tool, which allows users to deploy on-demand virtual clusters of various sizes. The objective
of ViteraaS is to simplify the creation/deletion of virtual HPC clusters and job submission.
Unlike the commercial and academic PaaS models implementations, UnaCloud PaaS is
specially designed to use opportunistic infrastructures to deploy managed platforms for scien-
tific computations. UnaCloud PaaS makes use of UnaCloud IaaS opportunistic infrastructure
to deploy customized virtual clusters (CVC) over it. Once this CVCs are deployed, UnaCloud
PaaS configures them to execute and manage user applications.
5.2.2 UnaCloud Platform Architecture for HPC
UnaCloud PaaS is a Platform-as-a-Service implementation that provides managed and scal-
able platforms to deploy HPC applications over opportunistic infrastructures. It uses Una-
Cloud IaaS services to deploy and manage virtual clusters over the available infrastructure.
Once these clusters are deployed, UnaCloud PaaS configure and installs all software and
configuration requirements to build platforms for user program executions. Each execution
is accomplished, managed and monitored. Each platform execution runs on a virtualized
environment that is completely isolated from other executions.
A platform, in UnaCloud PaaS, is defined as a set of machines that are configured at
hardware, operating system, network and software levels, and they are offered as a scalable
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and managed service for application executions. UnaCloud PaaS uses the concept of role.
Each role is defined by its main module (which identifies the platform type), its size and a
set of software modules. A software module is a collection of configurations and programs
that are applied and installed on a virtual machine to satisfy a requirement. Each module
have a set of input parameters, whose values are established by the system and users. For
example, currently at UnaCloud PaaS there are two main modules: Condor and OpenMPI.
Those modules are used by two platform types that can be deployed: Condor (BoT) and
MPI. Also, there is a set of software modules that can be applied to a platform role before its
execution. For example an user can choose to add Gromacs [23] to a MPI platform. Across
these modules, an user can add software dependencies required by its application or program.
An user can also add files to a platform execution. A file can be chosen from the local machine
where the user is consuming the PaaS services.
Finally a platform execution has a list of commands that are executed on specific environ-
ments. The content and environment of a command is defined by the user. The environment
refers to the shared folder where the command is executed and the multiplicity of the com-
mand.
5.2.2.1 UnaCloud PaaS Cloud Features
The characteristics of UnaCloud PaaS are summarized below:
• Fault tolerance: One of the most important feature needed to successful deploy plat-
forms and applications over opportunistic infrastructures is the fault tolerance. Una-
Cloud PaaS provides a component that led the failures of the platform called Failure
manager and it is described later.
• Efficiency: Through the opportunistic environment, UnaCloud PaaS provides a frame-
work for developing distributed application taking advantage of the share utilization of
the machine by its service oriented architecture.
• Usability: UnaCloud PaaS provides Web interfaces, whose operation is almost intuitive
for a basic IT knowledge. Additionally it provides an API to access UnaCloud PaaS
services from other applications.
• self-service: The design of UnaCloud PaaS permits to users consumes unilaterally plat-
form resources by a self-service model.
• Broad Network Access: UnaCloud PaaS provides platform executions services that
are available over internet and are consumed through standard secure remote access
mechanisms like https and ssh.
• On-demand services customization: UnaCloud PaaS provides ways to customize exe-
cution environments required on demand by end-users using the API Client component
defined in the following sections. This customization is able to meet large scale com-
putational requirements.
• Scalability: UnaCloud PaaS uses an opportunistic commodity horizontal scaling infras-
tructure service that is based on a private cloud deployment model.
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Figure 5.5: UnaCloud PaaS component diagram.
• Interoperability: UnaCloud PaaS is based in loose coupling and interoperability services
operating over highly heterogeneous, distributed and non-dedicated infrastructures.
• Extensiblity: Based on open source tools, UnaCloud PaaS is broadly diffused in order
to facilitate its extensibility.
• Security: UnaCloud uses authentication, authorization, confidentiality and non-repudiation
mechanisms to secure the PaaS model deployment. Also, each platform runs on an iso-
lated virtualized environment.
• Measured service: UnaCloud PaaS records and reports, by logs, all events regarding
platform executions. It also takes traceability of used resources and the operations over
them.
5.2.2.2 UnaCloud PaaS Components
Figure 5.5 shows the component structure of UnaCloud PaaS. It is divided in three major
layers. IaaS layer, which provides infrastructure services. Currently the IaaS layer is provided
by UnaCloud IaaS. API layer, that provides a specification to implement a web service client
and it is connected to one of the two interfaces of PaaS layer. And finally, a PaaS layer, it
is the main module of UnaCloud PaaS. It provides services to deploy and manage platforms
from two interfaces: a web user interface and web services. The web services are consumed by
an API layer as above mentioned. This provides abstract access to UnaCloud PaaS features
due of its service oriented architecture.
Each UnaCloud PaaS component is described below.
+ Web Portal: is the main way of access to UnaCloud PaaS services. It provides a set of
pages and web forms to manage all system entities. It also provides a set of forms to
deploy and manage platform executions.
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+ Web Services: is a component that exposes the platform execution services and opera-
tions through Web Services. This component only exposes services to start, manage and
stop platform executions. System administration should be done through web portal.
+ API Client: it is a component specification that offers an abstraction to web services. It
facilitates the complexity of the use of web services, so the user can consume UnaCloud
PaaS operations in terms of objects and methods, and not by complex web services.
+ User manager: It is in charge of user account management. It includes passwords,
user permissions and user traceability. This component is used by other components
to check user permissions and limits before any resource or security related action.
+ Node connector: It allows the server to connect to the PaaS nodes. It uses standard
mechanisms like SSH as tunnel to execute remote commands on each node. The main
purpose of this component is to execute remote commands on deployed clusters.
+ Platform manager: This is the main component of the system. It is in charge of
coordinate and orchestrate all other component to deploy cloud platforms. It has the
logic to deploy, manage and control the platform executions. It is also in charge of
storing a historic log of all deployed platforms.
+ Node monitor: This component is in charge of monitoring all node instances of all
running platforms to determine if there is a node with a hardware failure. If so, it reports
it to the Failure manager. The monitoring process involves taking running commands
SO ids and check for process health. When a running VM cannot be accessed, it is
marked as failed and sent to Failure Manager
+ Failure manager: It is the component which have the algorithms and business logic
to recover a platform execution after a failure on one of its components. It uses the
platform manager to orchestrate this process. The recovery process depends on deployed
platform. It include checkpointing and platform restart thecniques.
+ Node Configurator: This component configures and manage configuration settings for
the platform nodes. It implements an interface between the external configuration
manager and UnaCloud PaaS. A node configuration is specified by a set of modules
and parameters that are used to install and configure software and tools.
+ IaaS connector: This component connects to the underlying infrastructure provider
to deploy and manage virtual machines. This component get the information of VM
deployment retrieved after a cluster start operation on the underlying IaaS system and
transform it into a UnaCloud PaaS managed object.
+ PaaS node: This last component is mounted on every virtual machine used by UnaCloud
PaaS. It contains some basic configurations to be compatible with Node connector and
Configurator components. It is composed by an SSH server and a configurator manager
client.
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5.2.3 Implementation
The implementation takes the design and architectural decisions of UnaCloud to provide the
following services to end users:
1. Platform deployments: Two platforms are offered to end users: Condor and OpenMPI.
These platforms can be consumed by a web interface that allows the customization
of each platform. Some software modules are offered to be added to the platforms:
Gromacs, Blast, High Performance Linpack and Java.
2. Platform execution monitoring: Platform executions are monitored, so it is restored in
failure cases. Also, the program execution is checked so, at successful termination the
user is notified about the results.
3. Platform execution management: The user can stop and pause running executions.
4. User folder management: The user can manage its user folder to add, move and delete
files that can be used on platform deployments.
5. PaaS management: Finally, the implementation offers a way to manage all configura-
tions, entities and services of UnaCloud PaaS. It can add and delete software modules,
platforms, files, users and more.
5.2.3.1 Parameter Tunning
To achieve the implementation, it was used UnaCloud IaaS infrastructure. UnaCloud IaaS has
been deployed in three computer laboratories at Universidad de los Andes. Each laboratory
has 35 computers with Intel Core i5 (3.01GHz) processors, 8GB of RAM and Windows 7 as
their main operating system. In addition, UnaCloud Servers (PaaS and IaaS) were deployed
on virtual machines running on a server, which is located in the data center (for availability
reasons).
A set of tests was made to measure system response time and execution time of running
platforms varying the number of virtual machines for each platform software. For each
configuration, we ran an executable with an exact duration of 60 seconds.
UnaCloud PaaS was tested using an MPI application with production dataset inputs
provided by the Department of Chemical Engineering at University of Los Andes. The appli-
cation executes a Molecular Dynamics simulation using the GROMACS [23] package of the
transmembrane domain from the Outer membrane protein A (OmpA) of Escherichia coli.
The purpose of the simulation is to calculate the annihilation free energy of the transmem-
brane domain by coupling the intramolecular interactions of the protein in vacuo. The same
simulation is executed varying the number of virtual machines and the number of cores per
VM.
5.2.4 Testing and Results
A set of tests was made to evaluate the performance of the proposed PaaS solution according
to the objectives of the present work.
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Platform Modules VMs VM Start Config. Run
time (s) time (s) time (s)
MPI - 1 60 90 83
MPI - 2 60 100 104
MPI - 4 61 111 81
MPI - 8 61 137 99
MPI - 16 60 208 99
MPI - 32 60 271 99
MPI Gromacs 1 55 330 89
MPI Gromacs 2 60 325 100
MPI Gromacs 4 60 352 85
MPI Gromacs 8 80 414 110
MPI Gromacs 16 70 463 90
MPI Gromacs 32 61 518 105
Condor - 1 90 111 136
Condor - 2 110 137 116
Condor - 4 120 156 151
Condor - 8 121 163 151
Condor - 16 120 207 131
Condor - 32 121 298 144
Table 5.1: System Response Times
5.2.4.1 System response and run times
As aforementioned, several platform executions were launched varying the number of virtual
machines of the main role and the platform software modules.
In Table 5.1 we can see the virtual machines start time, configuration time and run time,
in seconds, of different platforms varying its total size. We can see that virtual machines
starts in the same time, independently of the size. However, condor platforms take about
the double to start its VMs. It is because this platform has two roles (master/slave), in
contrast to MPI platforms that have one (exec). On MPI cases it has a mean error of +30
seconds, it was due the fact that each 60 seconds the platforms are inquired to determine if
the executables have finished. On condor cases the error is about +60 seconds because there
is a time expended on queue management.
In Figure 5.6 we present the configuration time for each platform setup as the number of
VMs is increased. A linear regression and the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient
(R2) is shown for each setup. We can conclude that configuration time is linear dependent
with the size of the platform.
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Cores VMs Cores/VM Gflops ns/day T(h)
1 1 1 4.84 0.89 8.06
2 2 1 5.39 1.00 7.30
5 5 1 8.52 1.58 4.59
10 10 1 7.97 1.47 4.88
15 15 1 11.12 2.06 3.61
20 20 1 11.18 2.07 3.65
2 1 2 9.02 1.67 4.31
4 2 2 7.41 1.37 5.27
10 5 2 11.84 2.19 3.34
20 10 2 10.9 2.2 3.59
30 15 2 9.93 1.84 3.93
40 20 2 10.02 1.85 3.99
4 1 4 11.19 2.07 3.48
8 2 4 7.58 1.40 5.26
20 5 4 770 1.43 5.07
40 10 4 5.27 0.98 8.00
60 15 4 5.07 0.94 9.15
80 20 4 5.79 1.07 17.15
Table 5.2: Gromacs Simulation Results
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Figure 5.6: Configuration time of different platforms varying the amount of VMs
5.2.4.2 Sample application execution
Several executions were made varying the amount of VMs and cores per VM. It was measured
the execution time (T) in hours, the amount of nanoseconds of simulation per day and
the Gflops obtained from each test. Every test was executed 3 times, the mean values are
presented on Table 5.2. In total, the tests takes 12 days of human execution time and more
than 374 days of machine time. Without a system to manage those platform executions it
could be impossible to run all these tests. Thank to our failure recovery algorithms and
strategies, these test could be executed on a reasonable time.
5.2.4.3 Benchmarking
Finally a set of tests were made to measure the performance of one of the platforms, MPI
platform. We use the High-Performance Linpack Benchmark implementation provided by
the Innovative Computing Laboratory of the University of Tennessee. We use OpenMPI to
run it in parallel. As implementation of the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms is was used
GotoBLAS2 [39] provided by the Texas Advanced Computing Center.
Several tests were made varying the number of VMs and the amount of cores per VM.
Figure 5.7 shows the result. As we can see, there is not a despicable potential that can be
farmed from UnaCloud opportunistic infrastructure.
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6.1 Energy-aware VM Allocation on An Opportunistic Cloud
Infrastructure
With the increasing demand of computing resources needed by large-scale applications on
science, research and industry, the energy consumption of large-scale distributed systems has
increased dramatically. Energy consumption is one of the biggest issues in most of these
systems raising monetary, and system performance concerns. Cloud computing, based on
virtualization technologies, appears as a new alternative to supply on demand the resources
required by the applications. Virtualization is a mechanism to abstract the hardware and
system resources of physical servers. Virtualization technology is a solution to provide a
complete isolation to consolidate servers onto a larger virtualized system that uses their
resources to the fullest, reducing costs, and energy footprint. It is one of the most effective
ways to reduce capital expenditures. Considering the salient features of virtualization and
regarding that cloud computing mostly rely on this technology, cloud is an inherently energy-
efficient computing model [148, 101].
Cloud computing has emerged as one of the most important transformational trends in
research and business for enabling on-demand services that include applications, computing,
storage, networking from a common pool of different resources. Cloud computing makes
these resources easier to use, and typically cloud delivers the services over the internet. It
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is composed of virtualized resources that are allocated to represent a single unified image of
computing resources. Some benefits of the cloud include economies of scale, cost reductions
on technology infrastructure and capital costs, flexibility, elasticity, self-service and metering,
management services, increased collaboration services, energy efficiency among others.
There are different kind of cloud deployment models: public, private, community, hybrid.
Public clouds refer to a set of services, interfaces and resources owned and operated by a third
party for use by other companies. The resources are dynamically provisioned from an off-site
third-party provider, and are based on a pay-as-you-go model. A private cloud is a virtualized
group of servers operated solely for a single organization. Private clouds can be more cost
effective for companies that already own a lot of computing resources. Some benefits of
private cloud services are data security, reliability concerns and corporate governance. A
community cloud is a model where the cloud infrastructure is shared by several organizations
and supports a specific community with joint concerns. The hybrid cloud model refers to the
combination of a private cloud with strategic use of public cloud services.
The most common models for delivering cloud services are: Infrastructure-as-a-Service
(IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS), and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). The IaaS model de-
livers computing services including hardware, networking, storage, and memory. PaaS is a
combination of infrastructure, middleware and development tools that can be used to de-
velop, deploy, manage and run a software solution on a cloud platform. In the SaaS model,
users access on-demand applications software and databases.
We consider a private cloud that implements an IaaS model on the computing resources
of an university. The IaaS model is oriented to the to the provision of computing resources
for the development of scientific projects and to support related activities (i.e., to execute
applications such as BLAST, Hmmer or Gromacs). It uses a commodity underlying infras-
tructure implementing opportunistic design concepts to provide computational resources such
as CPU, RAM and Storage, while profiting from the unused capabilities of desktop computer
laboratories in a non-intrusive manner offering some of the most important advantages of
cloud computing, as for example up-front investment elimination and the appearance of in-
finite resources available on demand. The private cloud, called UnaCloud [143], is able to
deploy, manage and deliver opportunistic IaaS model based on preexisting, non-dedicated
and (almost) homogeneous computing resources of computer laboratories. UnaCloud differs
from other existing private cloud implementations since it is deployed on the shared comput-
ing resources with physical users (e.g., students in the university), while most of the private
clouds are deployed on dedicated computing resources. UnaCloud also differs from volun-
teer, opportunistic grid systems, and community clouds in which private computer owners
donate a portion of their idle computing resources to be used by anyone inside a community
for supporting a specific project. Due to the large amount of available computing resources
on a campus university, the investigated private cloud represents an economically attractive
solution for deploying a cloud model avoiding not only the underutilization of non-dedicated
computing resources, but also financial investments in hardware and maintenance costs as-
sociated.
Although Unacloud may aggregate desktops from independent individuals it is meant to
work with machines within a computer laboratory, where each laboratory is managed by a
single administrator. It gives UnaCloud several advantages in terms of homogeneity, control
and risk of failures. In our tests, a computer laboratory with 35 machines presents a maximum
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of two failures a day. Besides, UnaCloud has been used to run Bag of Tasks applications,
with many short-lived jobs, making unnecessary to deal with checkpoints and fault tolerance
issues [37].
Regardless of the fact that UnaCloud offers the performance capability of deploying Vir-
tual Machines (VMs) in a sustainable way by using idle resources opportunistically, it lacks
of energy saving consideration during the placement of the VMs. UnaCloud implements a
random placement of VMs to the idle resources of the Physical Machines (PMs) leading to
suboptimal resources allocation reducing the gain on energy consumption. Therefore, we aim
to investigate energy savings on UnaCloud that can serve as a basis to related opportunistic
private cloud models.
Recent trends in the development of new hardware, such as low power energy efficient
CPUs, multicore machines, low computer monitors, have mitigated energy consumption to a
certain degree on cloud infrastructures. Software based approaches are also a solution to op-
timize energy consumption. Techniques such as Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling and
Dynamic Power Management have been extensively studied and deployed to make the Cloud
infrastructure components power efficient [163, 24]. The consolidation of VMs to reduce the
number of underutilized or over-loading computing resources, and shutting down the unused
resources or to transition parts into a lower power state is another efficient energy saving
strategy. This technique is enabled by virtualization technologies that facilitate the running
of several VMs on a single resource concurrently. Several approaches to consolidate VMs
have been proposed, however most of these algorithms target dedicated resources, however,
in our work we consider shared resources with physical users.
We consider, in this chapter, the consolidation of VMs through efficient VM allocation.
That is, given a set of VMs and a set of PMs resources the aim is to find the best mapping of
VMs to a minimum set of computing resources already in use according to constraints on VMs
and resources provided by the PMs to optimize the Energy Consumption Rate (ECR) of the
considered private cloud. We investigate four consolidation heuristics. Three of the heuristics
rely on classical bin-packing algorithms, and one is an ad hoc (opportunistic) consolidation
algorithm proposed in [50], that place VMs first on PMs already in use by a physical user.
We empirically evaluate these heuristics on real workload traces. We use cloud workloads
based on real production traces collected from the archives of UnaCloud. The traces have
been collected during one year. Real UnaCloud scenarios provide a realistic VMs stream for
performance evaluation based on simulations of VMs consolidation algorithms. We present
results obtained by simulations, while the ultimate goal is to implement the best strategy on
UnaCloud. The main reason is that UnaCloud is a production cloud infrastructure already
in use making it difficult the implementation for testing the algorithms. However, based on
the generated results a work in progress is considering the implementation on UnaCloud.
6.1.1 Energy-efficiency in an Opportunistic Cloud Environment
6.1.1.1 Parameter tunning
UnaCloud aggregates computing resources of desktop-based computer laboratories. Those
desktop computers can be modeled as a Set of Physical Machines (SPMs) each one with
some hardware specifications including CPU cores, RAM memory, hard disk and networking.
Researchers require the execution of a Set of Virtual Machines (SVMs) each one requiring a
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Figure 6.1: Desktop Computer energy consumption. f(x) = y(x) = 45.341x0.1651
minimum hardware specification. Due to opportunistic environment, we assume that there
are two states (idle and busy) of a PM to be selected to deploy a VM, and according to its
state the ECR and the estimated execution time of a VM executing a CPU-intensive task
can change.
To analyze the relation between the CPU usage and the ECR consumed by a PM, exper-
imental tests of a previous and recent work [37] show that the CPU usage and ECR are not
directly proportional. Figure 6.1 shows the function f(x) (based on a regression calculated
on experimental tests) that allows to estimate the ECR of a PM according to its CPU usage.
Here we present CPU usage as the percentage provided by the operating system which is in
aggregation of the utilization across all cores of the CPU.
Table 6.1 provides the ECRs required to execute a VM according to the state of the PM.
We assume that a VM will execute a CPU-intensive task during a τ time. While the VM is in
execution the ECR of the PM will increase to f(x), where f(x) is a real function that returns
the ECR of a PM given its CPU usage percentage. The idle state represents a turned on PM
without any user (a student, administrative, etc.) using it while the VM is in execution. The
busy state represents a turned on PM with an user using it and a VM in execution.
When the physical machine is in idle state, the ECR consumed by the VMs is equal to
the difference between f(x) and f(0), where f(0) is the ECR consumed by the PM while is
in idle state and f(x) is the ECR when a virtual machine is in execution ( by number of cores
required from VMs determining the CPU usage). In the busy state, the ECR consumed by
the VMs is equal to the difference among f(x)+ECRMON , and ECRuser, where ECRMON
is the ECR of the monitor when there is a user using the PM, and ECRuser is the mean ECR
of a physical machine when there is a user using it and there is not a VM in execution. In
busy state the execution time of the VM takes more time because there is an user consuming
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Computer Execution ECR for an intensive CPU Task
state with VM (ECR with VM - without VM)
1 (idle) τ f(x)− f(0)
2 (busy) 100Lfree × τ f(x) + ECRMON − ECRuser
Table 6.1: ECR used by a VM executing a CPU-intensive task.
Computer Execution Mean ECR
state time (W)
1 (idle) τ f(x)− 47
2 (busy) 0.1 × τuser + τ f(x) + 20− 87
Table 6.2: Experimental results of energy consumption
computational resources (and competing by the resources required by the VM), therefore the
execution time of the VM can be calculated as 100/Lfree × τ , where Lfree is the percentage
of CPU dedicated to the virtual machine and τ is the estimated running time (provided on
demand when a VM is requested ) of the VM. We assume that the execution time of an
opportunistic CPU intensive task is linearly proportional to the amount of processor used in
the PM that is running it. To estimate the percentage of CPU used by users of the PMs,
during daylight working hours we executed different tests that show that the CPU utilization
does not exceed 10% on average [38]. That is Lfree = 90%.
To estimate the ECR on different states, the results of Table 6.1 can be completed with
the function f(x) depicted in Figure 6.1. Additional parameters such as ECRMON and
ECRUSER were calculated using specific tests. In tests using a commodity desktop computer,
the ECRMON was equal to 20W and the ECRUSER was equal to 87W [38].
τ is the sum of τuser and τfree if τuser is less than τ . τuser is given by the time of the PM
with an user when it is executing VMs and τfree is the rest of the time to finish the VM,
Eq 6.1 shows the relation of the execution time of the VM when there is an user in the PM.
τ = 100Lfree τuser + τfree =
10
9 τuser + τfree
1.1 × τuser + τ − τuser = 0.1× τuser + τ
(6.1)
Table 6.2 shows that from the energy consumption point of view, the best desktop PMs
to deploy a VM are those in a busy state.
6.1.1.2 Energy Model
In this section we show a mathematical description to calculate the ECR required for exe-
cuting a SVM on an opportunistic cloud infrastructure.
Once the consolidation process has finished, the program calculates the power consump-
tion. P corei (t) is the power of a core i at time t that belongs to a PM. Eq 6.2 shows how is
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defined this power.
P corei (t) = si(t) ·
(
(1− yi(t))P
idleC
i + yi(t)P
workC
i
)
(6.2)
where P idleCi and P
workC
i are power consumed in idle and work state of the core. si(t)
denotes if the core is on or not at time t as si(t) = 1 and si(t) = 0 respectively. yi(t) denotes if
the core is working or not at time t. When a core is on, without working, consumes P idleCi but
if the core is on and working, it consume PworkCi . The model assumes that power consumption
of all system components is essentially constant regardless of the machine activity.
The power consumption of a PM is denoted by Pmachj (t) as Eq. 6.3 shows.
Pmachj (t) = zj(t) ·
(
(1− wj(t))P
idleM
j + wj(t)P
workM
j (t)
)
(6.3)
where P idleMj and P
workM
j are power consumed in idle and busy states of the PM. zj(t)
denotes different states of the PM as Eq. 6.4 shows. The value of zj(t) = 1.1 refers to the
extra power consumption because of competing by the resources required as aforementioned.
wi(t) denotes if the core is working or not at time t. Hence, power consumed by machine
have direct relation to power consumed by core.
zj(t) =


1 if mach is on
1.1 if mach is on and user
0 otherwise
(6.4)
We assume that P idleMj is the sum of P
idleC
i of all cores belong to machine j and is the
same when machine is in idle state. PworkMj is calculated from the equation resulted from
Figure 1 as Eq. 6.5 shows.
PworkMj (t) = Vjinixj(t)
(
log10
Vjmax
Vjini
)
/2
(6.5)
where xj(t) is taken from Figure 1 as Eq. 6.6 shows. We have specific homogeneous
machines with a behavior as it shows in Figure 1 and related with Eq.6.5, we can deduce
Vjini = 45.341 and if Vjmax = 97 we have P
workM
j (t) = 45.341xj(t)
0.1651.
xj(t) =
T u c
T c
× 100 (6.6)
Where T u c refers to Total used cores and T c refers to Total cores. As we assumed for
P idleMj , we assume the power when a PM j is at full charge, it is when all the cores are
working, therefore we can deduce:
P idleMj =
∑T c
i P
idleC
i
Pmachj (tmax) = P
workM
j (tmax) = P
workC
i × T c
PworkMj (t) = P
core
i · T u c
(6.7)
Now, from equations 6.5 and 6.7 we can conclude:
P idleMj = Vjini
Pmachjmax = Vjmax
(6.8)
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To calculate the energy consumed by a PM, once the placement process has finished, we
sort all the VMs assigned to each machine by execution time (et) in descending order:
τ1 > τ2 (6.9)
where τ1 denotes the biggest execution time of VM in the machine assigned and τ2 the
next execution time in descending order. Using equation 6.10 we can calculate the energy
consumed by a PM
Ej =
T v−1∑
k=1
Pmachj (τk) · (τk − τk+1) + P
mach
j (τT v) · (τT v) (6.10)
where T v refers to total of VMs assigned to a PM j. The total energy consumed by the
system is denoted as Etotal ( see Eq. 6.11)
Etotal =
T m∑
j
Ej (6.11)
where T m refers to the total PMs in the system.
6.1.2 Energy-Aware VMAllocation Strategies for the Opportunistic Cloud
Resource allocation and scheduling techniques can be used in opportunistic cloud solutions
to minimize the ECR or maximize the performance offered to researchers. To minimize
the ECR, the resource allocation techniques should try to use a minimum Set of Physical
Machines (SPMs) in busy state to execute the Set of Virtual Machines (SVMs) required by
researchers, however this strategy regularly increases the execution time of the meta-task
(the execution of a SVM). To maximize the performance provided to researchers the resource
optimization and scheduling techniques should try to assign to each PM (preferably in idle,
hibernated or turned off state) only one VM, this strategy decreases the penalty caused by
the execution of multiple VMs on the same PM, and increases the ECR of the opportunistic
solution due to more PMs are in execution. In this section three different energy-aware
resource optimization techniques, for using in opportunistic cloud solutions, are introduced.
These techniques take into account requirements of VMs and PMs. For VMs we take into
account requirements associated to the number of CPU cores requested and the execution
time; and for PMs requirements associated to CPU cores available and the status of the PM.
The resource allocation algorithms were defined considering the following assumptions and
goals:
• Reduce the ECR required to execute a metatask (SVMs).
• Several VMs can be executed on a PM.
• The assignation of VMs to PMs is made in batch mode.
• There are enough CPU cores to supports the CPU requirements of the SVC.
• It is better to assign a VM to a PM with an user (busy state) or to a PM (with available
cores) that is already executing another VM (busy state).
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• Physical machines are homogeneous.
6.1.2.1 Custom Round Robin Allocation
The simplest algorithm used to assign the execution of SVMs to SPMs is the Round Robin
algorithm customized. Algorithm 10 shows that the SVM is received in an arbitrary order
and each VM is assigned to a PM (also using an arbitrary order) if the physical machine has
enough available CPU cores to its execution.
Algorithm 10: Custom Round Robin Algorithm
1 forall the VMs VMi do
2 Set the VMs;
3 forall the PMs PMj do
4 if PMj .available cores ≥ VMi.cores then
5 assign VMi to PMj ;
This algorithm is very easy to implement, however, it does not consider the state of the
PM where a VM is executed, selecting randomly PMs in busy, idle, hibernated or turned
off state, which may increase the number of PMs required to execute the SVM. The goal of
using a minimum number of PMs to execute the SVM is not keep into account. Additionally
some VMs with low CPU requirements may be initially assigned to PMs with large CPU
capabilities, and then VMs with large CPU requirements may not be executed, and so queued
until the execution of the next batch scheduling process.
6.1.2.2 1-D Bin Packing Allocation
UnaCloud usually executes VMs to run CPU-intensive applications. Therefore, we consider
that the VMs consolidation problem is constrained by a single resource, in this case all the
VMs are CPU bound, then the problem corresponds to the one dimensional bin packing
problem with different bin capacity (i.e., different number of cores per PM).
The most popular and used heuristics to deal with the one dimensional bin packing prob-
lem are First-Fit, First-Fit Decreasing and Best-Fit algorithms [129]. These heuristics use a
greedy weight function applied to the items such that every item is assigned a single value.
In case of First-Fit Decreasing and Best-Fit algorithms the items are sorted and then placed
sequentially into a decreasing order. The heuristics, specially First-Fit Decreasing, are best
known to be very effective both in theory with performance guarantees and in practice. The
worst-case behaviors of these algorithms and their average behavior over practical instances
have been studied [153]. Results show that the algorithms have performance guarantees
d + δ, where d is the number of resource dimensions and δ is some constant ≤ 1. Several
systems have implemented variants of the three heuristics. Therefore, we consider them to
be evaluated in the context of UnaCloud.
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6.1.2.3 Sorting VMs and PMs to Minimize the Use of PMs
To minimize the ECR rate used by the opportunistic cloud, the consolidation strategies
should try to place the VMs first on a PM in a busy state (i.e., with a VM already assigned
on it or with a physical user) that satisfies the VM requirements rather than placing the VM
on a PM in a different state. In [50] we proposed a packing algorithm that prioritizes the
deployment of VMs on PMs already in use. The algorithm (Algorithm 11), called Sorting
in [50], is a variant of First-Fit Decreasing.
Algorithm 11: Sorting VMs and PMs to minimize the use of PMs
1 Sorting VMs and PMs;
2 forall the VMs VMi do
3 Set the VMs;
4 forall the PMs PMj do
5 if PMj.available cores ≥ VMi.cores then
6 assign VMi to PMj;
7 re-order PMs;
The algorithm starts by sorting the set of VMs and PMs. VMs are sorted in decreasing
order of required cores and estimated running time. PMs are sorted by three attributes: (1)
PMs that already have virtual machines running on them, (2) PMs in busy state (an user
is using them), and (3) PMs with more available CPU cores. Then, VMs are placed on the
PMs in a First-Fit policy. After a VM is placed on a PM the ordered list of the PMs is
sorted again. The attributes used to sort PMs allow that PMs with a VM already assigned
or in a busy state have priority over the others, hence reducing the ECR rate as described in
Section 6.1.1.
6.1.2.4 Sorting VMs and PMs to Minimize the Use of PMs and Executing VMs
with Similar Execution Time on the Same PM
Although the algorithm proposed in the previous section reduce the ECR required to execute
the SVM, we identified that if VMs with similar execution times are executed on the same
PMs the ECR required to execute the SVM is lower. This is due to every PMs used to
executed the SVM will execute tasks at peak capacity during a similar period of time, which
according to Figure 6.1, allows to have a minimum number of PMs executing VMs during
similar execution times.
As a comparison example, supposing that there are 2 PMs (PM1 and PM2) each one with
8 cores available and three VMs (VM1, VM2 and VM3) with different execution times (10
hours, 1 hour and 10.5 hours respectively) each one requiring 4 CPU cores to be executed.
The algorithm described in the previous section would select PM1 to execute VM1 (during
10 hours) and VM2 (during 1 hour); and PM2 to execute VM3 (during 10.5 hours). This
implies that only during 1 hour there will be 1 PM running at 100% of its CPU capacity.
With the algorithm proposed in this section, VM1 and VM3 would be executed on PM1,
and VM2 would be executed on PM2. With this new strategy 1 PM will be running at 100%
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of its capacity during 10 hours, which reduces the ECR required to execute the SVM. The
algorithm proposed to achieve this assignation is the Algorithm 12.
Algorithm 12: Executing VMs with Similar Execution Time within same PM
1 Sorting VMs and PMs;
2 forall the PMs PMj do
3 Set the PMs;
4 forall the VMs VMi do
5 Set the VMs for all PMs;
6 if !VMi.assigned and PMj .available cores ≥ VMi.cores then
7 taskI = VMi;
8 repeat
9 assign taskI to PMj ;
10 if PMj still have cores then
11 assigns VMs with similar execution time;
12 until PMj have available cores and !taskI;
In Algorithm 12, PMs are sorted using the same three attributes of Algorithm 11. VMs
are sorted by the number of cores required and by the execution time in descending form
(line 1). All of the PMs are processed (line 2) and all of the VMs are processed (line 4)
for each PM. Once a VM pending of execution that requires a number of cores inferior or
equal to the available cores of the current PM is found (line 6). Then, VM is assigned to
the current PM (line 9) and then if the current PM still have available CPU cores (line 10),
the next unassigned VM with similar execution time is selected and assigned to the current
PM (line 11), while the PM has available cores and there are not VMs that can be executed
within PM (line 13).
Next section presents the evaluation comparison of First-Fit, First-Fit Decreasing, Best-
Fit, and Sorting using UnaCloud scenarios.
6.1.3 Experimental Results
This section presents the empirical evaluation of the investigated consolidation algorithms.
The aim is to gain a first insight into the performance of the algorithms on different real
scenarios before implementing the best one on UnaCloud.
UnaCloud currently has access to three computer labs with 109 desktop computers, whose
aggregated capabilities may deliver up to 592 processing cores (70 PMs have four cores each
and 39 PMs with eight cores), 572 GB of RAM, 8 TB of storage and 1TB of shared storage
in a Network Attached Storage (NAS).
6.1.3.1 Workload
In order to provide performance comparison, we use workloads based on real VMs production
traces. Real UnaCloud scenarios provide a realistic VMs stream for performance evaluation
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based on simulations of VMs allocation algorithms. Besides, traces from the archives of
UnaCloud are used. The traces have been collected during one year. The total number of
VMs in the workload requested during the year is up to 9800 each one requiring either 1, 2,
3, 4, 6, or 8 cores, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 GB of RAM, and 20 GB of storage.
In order to estimate the energy consumed by a given placement, we use the information
provided in Section 6.1.1. The VMs are also characterized by different time periods from 45
minutes up to 43200 minutes (≈ 720 h), the time requested by users on demand to execute
VMs. The ECR rate values represent the power drawn by the PMs at the utilization given
by the placement over the execution time. We assume that when a PM does not have a VM
assigned to it and an user is not working on it the PM can be turned off. Hence, no energy
is consumed by the PM and is not included in the computation of the total ECR rate.
6.1.3.2 Experimental Scenarios
Different scenarios have been generated as follows. We consider that a given percentage of
PMs has an user working on it. To simulate the scenarios and generate the instances used by
the consolidation algorithms, we vary the percentage from 0% up to 50% with the increment
10%. We randomly assign an user to a PM and we generate 30 instances for each scenario.
The number of VMs to be placed on the PMs varies from 40 up to 130 with the increment
10. We generate 30 instances at random for each size from the real traces and we used them
as workloads for all the simulations discussed below. The maximum number of cores on each
size is up to the total available physical cores in order to support the worst packing scenario,
in which all the PMs run at least one VM. We assume that a physical user utilizes a PM
during 60 minutes up to 240 minutes. We randomly assign the time of the physical user
working on the PM (uniformly in the interval [60, 240]).
6.1.3.3 Algorithms Comparison
We measured the amount of provisioned PMs, and the ECR rate of the placement for ev-
ery algorithm. We report average results. The objective is to explore the behavior of the
investigated heuristics and the gain of the opportunistic environment.
Figures 6.2 shows the number of PMs used by each of the heuristics to place all the VMs
and Figures 6.3 presents the ECR rate for the considered scenarios.
As we can see in Figure 6.2 the Sorting heuristic utilizes important lower amount of
PMs yielding to superior average PM optimization and significant ECR lower consumption.
Considering the extreme scenarios, that is, assuming 0% and 50% of PMs with an user, the
heuristic optimizes up to 41% more than First-Fit and First-Fit decreasing, and 36% more
than Best-Fit when there are no physical users in the PMs. When 50% of the PMs are in an
busy state Sorting requires 30% on average less PMs than the related heuristics. The main
reason that Sorting needs more PMs in the second scenario is that it places the VMs to a
maximum number of PMs in a busy state.
We can observe that Sorting gains significant energy saving (i.e. low ECR) regarding
the related heuristics. The average gain of ECR by Sorting when no users are assigned to
PMs is up to 38% regarding First-Fit, up to 34% concerning First-Fit Decreasing, and up
to 35% with respect to Best-Fit. For the second scenario whit 50% of busy PMs all the
investigated heuristics gain more energy than in the first scenario with all the PMs in an idle
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state. These results highlight the benefits and advantages of an opportunistic cloud, in this
case UnaCloud, as a sustainable infrastructure.
The average ECR gain of Sorting is more important regarding related heuristics than in
the first scenario. Sorting optimizes 48% more energy than First-Fit, it can gain up to 45%
regarding First-Fit Decreasing, and up to 46% more than Best-Fit. The results highlight that
prioritizing busy PMs to place the VMS is a good saving energy option to consolidate VMs.
It can be observed that First-Fit utilizes more PMs (approx. 4%) in the opportunistic
environment to consolidate the VMs than Best-Fit in almost all the scenarios, however the
ECR rate is lower than Best-Fit. We consider that it is due to the fact that First-Fit uses
more PMs in an idle state than Best-Fit, nevertheless for a shorter time of period than
Best-Fit, hence the ECR rate is less than Best-Fit.
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Figure 6.2: Number of PMs to place the VMs
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Figure 6.3: Total ECR consumed.
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7.1 Summary
In this thesis, we studied two different problems, the scheduling problem over grid comput-
ing and the resource allocation problem over opportunistic cloud computing. For the first
problem, we did not only tackle the problem from two different perspectives, performance
and energy consumption, but also reduced the complexity of the proposed algorithms. We
compared, our proposed algorithms, with the best scheduling algorithms founded in the litera-
ture. Concerning resource allocation problem, we tackled the problem from two perspectives,
opportunistic environment and energy consumption. Moreover, we used two environments
grid and cloud to evaluate our resource allocation algorithms. We also compared, our re-
source allocation algorithms, with the most common used in the literature. A selection of
such solutions is carefully done.
The major contributions contained in this PhD thesis are:
• We presented a state of the art in scheduling heuristics and resource allocation for
opportunistic environments (including grid and cloud computing).
• We proposed and evaluated low computational complexity algorithms in the context of
their performance and scalability in HCS. The algorithms are evaluated and compared
with the best reported in the literature. The set of experimental results shows that low
computational complexity heuristics perform as efficiently as known ones considering
the makespan criterion, and outperform them in terms of number of best solution found
criteria. Detail analysis show that low computational complexity heuristics are the best
performing heuristics in the original-consistency cases showing similar behavior in the
partial-consistency scenarios. Moreover, these low computational complexity heuristics
have significant good scalability and efficiency
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• We presented a description of Opportunistic cloud computing, ranging from Desktop
Computing to Volunteer Computing.
• We described a particular Opportunistic cloud infrastructure, named UnaCloud, where
the experiments were developed.
• We assessed UnaCloud infrastructure by a complete benchmarking, measuring perfor-
mance and storage. Also we presented UnaCloud as PaaS.
• We presented and validated an energy model based on the experimentation, first in
opportunistic grid then in opportunistic cloud environments.
• We addressed energy savings on an opportunistic infrastructure, specifically for Una-
Cloud. We proposed a new resource allocation algorithm that is a variant of First-Fit
Decreasing. The proposed algorithm was validated against three well known state-of-
the-art heuristics. We have simulated different scenarios using real workload traces.
The results showed that the opportunistic infrastructure seems to be a good option as
a sustainable computing on demand infrastructure.
7.2 Future research lines
As a future work, we are planning to enhance our low complexity heuristic to be fault tolerant,
furthermore, we would like to test them in a real Grid or Cloud computing environment.
There are still some open issues in opportunistic environments that we would like to
address in the future. We are planing to consider communication issues and heterogeneity of
resources during the placement of VMs, the problem can be modeled as a multi-dimensional
packing problem. Moreover, interoperability is a big issue that we are going to tackle.
We want continue the evolution of our opportunistic infrastructure, not only as PaaS and
IaaS, but also as SaaS and why not Business orchestration.
7.2.1 Advances in Cloud Computing
There are several research in all components to make the Cloud accessible, flexible, elastic,
pervasive, ubiquitous, interoperable, portable, multi-tenant, etc,.
At this time, the last buzzword is with BigData due to the increase of content in the
web as social networks, the technology to digital storage has been improved, the quantity of
information is huge, not only for scientific reasons, that it was a gap at the beginning, now
all kind of information is in the web.
7.2.1.1 Future of the combination of Internet Of Things with Cloud Computing
Ubiquitous cloud computing refers to use of Internet resources at any place and any time
for any objectives. Today, people can access the Internet from anywhere by fixed or wireless
networks. New challenges for implement services in the cloud has been impacted with a new
research environment that leverages software and services being provided on user demand.
The IoT is a natural extension of the Internet. The foundation of the IoT is radio-frequency
identification (RFID). This enables the discovery of tagged objects and mobile devices by
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browsing an IP address or searching for a database entry. In the future all objects on Earth
be radio-tagged, ranging from a milk cartoon to a truck container to a jumbo jet.Computers
identify and manage all tagged objects in the same way humans do. Now the machines
need services (e.g. think and understanding), a complete new kind of applications will be
developed for satisfying users’ need, with IoT technology arriving to the market, the services
offered will multiply. The IoT system will improve our quality of life and make society cleaner
and more secure.
7.2.1.2 Future of the SmartGrids with Cloud Computing
A smart grid includes an intelligent monitoring system that keeps track of all electricity
flowing in the system as well as it can be distributed to each new micro grid created. Smart
meters, consist in a digital upgrade of current utility meters and capacity to get more variables
from the power grid, track energy usage in real time so that both the customer and the utility
company know how much is being used at any given time or in real time. Energy is paid
for using “time of day” pricing, meaning electricity will cost more at peak times of use. In a
combination of Cloud Computing with IoT the commodity for manage energy could be the
best. For instance, when power is least expensive the user can allow the smart grid to turn
on selected home appliances such as washing machines or factory processes that can run at
arbitrary hours. At peak times, when the cost of energy is higher, it could turn off selected
appliances to reduce demand, all of this in a remote way.
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